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Four Seniors Enter Competition
For Watson Fellowship
by Laura C. Smith
Student Correspondent

“Somebody is going to give you
$10,000 to do what you want,” C.J.
May ’87 remarked about the Thomas
J. Watson Fellowship.
May, Jeff McCulloh, Bridget
Goodbody, and Marty Johnson were
nominated to compete against 196
other interested seniors for the 70
$10,000 fellowships.
The fellowship program, started in
1968, grants graduating seniors
funds to pursue a “personally signif¬
icant, imaginative, and feasible”
year of study abroad.
“You can put off real life for
another year” commented McColloh.
May’s proposal will, if granted,
take him to Taiwan where he will
study Feng-shui, a psuedo-science

literally meaning ‘wind-water’ or
technically known as geomancy.
This basically Chinese science con¬
cerns such things as where and how
houses be built and graves be dug.
For it is believed that a house or grave
facing a certain direction or a certain
situation may cause bad luck.
Through traveling to Taiwan for his
Junior Year Abroad, May, a History
major, fluently knows the language
and has many connections.
McCulloh, a History Poli-Sci
major, would like to study the Greens
in Germany. The Greens, now the
third most powerful political party in
Germany, have become the “trend
in European politics” according to
McCulloh. They support ecological,
anti-nuclear, and anti-acid rain prop¬
osals and demonstrations. McColloh
plans to intern at the party offices.

Goodbody and Johnson, who
could not be reached for interviews,
would like to study Aboriginee Art
in Western Australia and the new Ag¬
ricultural Techniques in Brazil de¬
veloped by the Japanese, respec¬
tively.
Religion Professor John Strong
won a Watson Fellowship from
Oberlin College in 1968, the first
year the fellowship was available.
Through the fellowship program a
student can “develop in a way he
otherwise cannot,” according to
Strong. His proposal concerned
Buddhist Monasteries in Sri Lanka,
Japan, and Thailand. The student
upon winning a fellowship is “essen¬
tially given a check and told to go—
that’s part of the scheme of things,”
says Strong.
The 70 Fellows for 1984-85 will
be selected on March 15, 1985.

Lecture, Demonstration Reveal Nature
of Gay Discrimination
by Julie Vallone
Senior Reporter

Winter sports action has kicked off for many Bobcat teams in the past
few weeks. Pictured here is the hockey team in a battle with USM.
More sports, page 5. Photo by Tillman.

In a recent lecture entitled “Swas¬
tika and the Pink Triangle” writer
and Professor Richard Plant attemp¬
ted to describe the plight of gay
people in Nazi Germany. The lecture

Carignan Meets with Off Campus
Students to Settle Registration Dispute
by Howard Fine
Student Correspondent

Although much of the student
body was unhappy with winter
semester registration notification, it
was the seventy off-campus students
who were affected and angered the
most, specifically by the complete
lack of notification for registration
in courses with limited enrollment.
The problem arose when the regis¬
tration notices were to be printed up
by a computer for the first time.
These notices gave instructions to
pick up registration packets on Fri¬
day afternoon, October 26, at the Re¬
gistrar’s office. They also gave the
times of two special registrations, in¬
volving freshman seminars and li¬
mited enrollment courses, on Friday,
October 26 from 4:00-4:30pm and
Sunday, October 28 from 6:30pm re¬
spectively.
By Friday morning, October 26,
only 500 of the approximately 1500
notices had been printed up. So, the
Administration decided to distribute
some of these notices to the Resident
Coordinators and Junior Advisors
around campus. However, the offcampus students have no R.C.’s or
J.A.’s, and, since no signs were
posted near the post office or on the
off-campus bulletin board, they had
no knowledge of the upcoming li¬
mited enrollment registration.
When the off-campus students
found out about the registration for
limited enrollment classes, after it
had already occurred, they drew up
a petition to the administration which
listed three alternate proposals: to
hold limited enrollment registration
over again and nullify the previous
registration; to hold a separate li¬

mited enrollment registration for the
off-campus students; or to guarantee
spaces in limited enrollment courses
for those off-campus students who
want them.
In response to this petition and to
other problems of communication
between off-campus students and the
Administration, a meeting was ar¬
ranged for all the off-campus stu¬
dents with the Dean of the College,
James W. Carignan, on Tuesday,
November 6.
At this forum, Carignan admitted
that “I failed to notify the off-cam¬
pus students,” and said that, though
he could not make any promises, he
would do his best to ensure that those
students who wanted to take limited
enrollment courses could do so. In
response to a question about post¬
ponement of the limited enrollment
registration, Carignan indicated that
it would have been difficult, given
all the arrangements that would have
had to be made with such a compli¬
cated process.
He also assured the students that
this lack of communication concern¬
ing registration, “barring an act of
God,” would not happen again. In
the future, the entire registration
packet will be placed in the mail¬
boxes of both on and off-campus stu¬
dents on the Monday before registra¬
tion week.
The meeting, though, concen¬
trated more on other issues affecting
off-campus students. It provided a
chance for these students to tell the
administration, in the form of an
“open discussion, how we saw
things at Bates,” according to
Elizabeth Miller (’85), an off-cam¬
pus student. Some of the topics dis¬

cussed included: student responsibil¬
ity; security for off-campus stu¬
dents—particularly in regard to the
October 6 incident in which two
Lewiston youths were injured in a
fight with a former Bates student at
an on-campus party; common cour¬
tesy; and some of the attitudes and
stereotypes held or perceived by the
off-campus students.
Concerning the fight, the students
expressed their displeasure with the
lack of communication from the Ad¬
ministration, allowing rumors to
spread on and off the Bates campus.
All in all, the forum “opened up
the lines of communication” be¬
tween the off-campus students and
the Administration, in the words of
Betsy Klebanoff, an off-campus
junior. It was viewed as a positive
step toward a better and more infor¬
mative relationship for all con¬
cerned.
In the ensuing week, only three
off-campus students actually went to
the Dean to try to enroll in classes
with limited spaces, though all three
did get into the courses of their
choice. Because many of the offcampus students are seniors with
spaces guaranteed them in limited
enrollment courses before registra¬
tion, not all of these students were
directly affected by the mishap.
Also, many others simply chose
courses that had no limited number
of spaces, either because they did
not want to take those courses, or
because they had already chosen
their courses by the time of the meet¬
ing and felt satisfied enough not to
change their schedules.

was given one week after the de¬
monstration in Lewiston in protest
of violence against gays and les¬
bians.
Plant, who has spent eight years
compiling research for a book on the
subject of gays in German concentra¬
tion camps described his quest for
information as “embarking without
a map on a trip in unknown territ¬
ory.”
He charged that former reknowned
historians who write about Nazi Ger¬
many, for whatever reason, wrote
nothing about the considerable
number of gay men who were ar¬
rested between 1934 and 1945, put
into jail and then into concentration
camps, where many of them died.
In every camp, these prisoners were
marked with a pink patch in the shape
of a triangle. Members of other
minority groups were also marked
by triangles of certain colors, de¬
pending on the nature of the group.
For instance, green patches were
worn by habitual criminals, red by
politically active people and yellow
by Jews.
According to Plant, a statute called
the “Enabling Law” had given Ger¬
man police and military officers the
right to arrest anyone who was con¬
sidered “an undesirable, a deviator,
or an enemy of the state.” As Jews
were considered “racial deviants,”
gays were considered to be “sexual
deviants.” These groups were refer¬
red to as “controgenics,” a phrase
which implied a sub-human status.
Upon arrest, they would be sent to
jails and then to the Nazi concentra¬
tion camps.
Plant said that gays had a 60 per¬
cent less survival rate than the other
prisoners, because of the way in
which the concentration camps were
structured. Because the guards were
overworked and illiterate, it was
often the prisoners who actually ran
the camps. The two leading groups
were the green triangles (the habitual
criminals who were used to the
prison way of life) or the red triangles
(the organized Marxist groups).
These power structures were usually
able to win the best jobs within the
camps and had greatest access to sur¬

vival goods, which would be distri¬
buted among the group members.
The gays on the other hand were
looked on disfavorably by the power
groups, as well as by most of the
other inmates.
Plant said that some of the
younger, non experienced gay pris¬
oners would be used for ‘ ‘emergency
sex” by members of the power
groups. Such a prisoner, called a
“chicken” would usually have a
“protector” and would receive bet¬
ter food, medical care and overall
treatment, which would increase his
chances of survival in the camp. On
the whole, however, the gays were
the most persecuted group within the
concentration camp, and were often
sent to the worst work spots. Unless
a gay prisoner was either well-edu¬
cated enough to receive an office job,
or was a ‘ ‘chicken’ ’ his chances for
surviving the type of job usually
given to gays were minimal.
Plant concluded with an explana¬
tion of the question posed by most
historians and writers who study
Nazi Germany: “is fanatical perse¬
cution of minorities typically Ger¬
man, embedded within German his¬
tory? Or can it happen anywhere?”
Plant in essence avoided his own
question when asked later whether
he perceived any trends in the treat¬
ment of the gay population in the US
as similar to those in Nazi Germany
that he had studied. However, when
later asked, in regard to the results
of the recent ERA campaign in
Maine, whether he thought that
American society could be swayed
to any view ‘ ‘as long as you say some
things often enough to confuse
enough people.” Plant responded
with an explanation of the economic,
social, and religious conditions in
Germany which led to such a singular
mode of thinking among the Nazis.
He added his opinion that the US is
too pluralistic and its national iden¬
tity is too dispersed to allow for a
similarl “fanatical persecution” of
gay people or other minorities to
occur in this country as it did in Nazi
Germany.
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Prayer Issue Sharply Divides the High Court
WASHINGTON (AP)—The legiti¬
macy of setting aside daily moments
of silence for student prayer or medi¬
tation in the nation’s publis schools
was debated Tuesday before a shar¬
ply divided Supreme Court.
In a case as politically charged as
any on their docket, the justices must
decide whether state laws allowing
public schools to provide such
periods may mention “prayer” as
one possible activity during the si¬
lence.
Numerous political candidates this
year—including President Reagan—
called for a return of organized
prayer in public schools. As Sen.
Jeremiah Denton, R-Ala., told repor¬
ters Tuesday, school prayer is one
way of restoring “morality and
ethics as a centerpiece of American
democracy.”
Reagan administration lawyer
Paul Bator told the high court that
laws such as Alabama’s “enhance
the opportunity for students to bring
silent prayer as part of their activities
at school” as he defended an
Alabama law that allowed moments
of silence for “meditation or volun¬
tary prayer.”

At least 22 other states—including
Maine—have
moment-of-silence
laws, but not all of them mention
prayer. Maine's law does not men¬
tion prayer.
Baton Rouge, La., lawyer John
Baker Jr., defending the Alabama
law for Gov. George Wallace, said
it does not coerce students to pray.
“No one knows whether fellow stu¬
dents are praying, meditating or veg¬
etating,” he said.
But Mobile, Ala., lawyer Ronnie
Williams portrayed the law as a
“blatant attempt” to get around a
1962 Supreme Court decision ban¬
ning organized praver sessions from
public schools.
A federal appeals court struck
down the Alabama 1 w, ruling that
it violated the con ututionally re¬
quired separation of ! urch and state.

BHOPAL, India 4P)—The poison
gas leak from a . esticide plant has
killed 1,000 pec i.e doctors say, and
many of the sut ivors in this central
Indian city are nreatened by blind¬
ness and sterili i.

together,” said Blaize, a 66-year-old
attorney, as he arrived at the new
Point Saline international airport—
largely built by Cuba and completed
with U.S. aid.
Blaize led the government once
before, in 1962-67, when the island
was a British colony. For three dec¬
ades he has been dominated politi¬
cally by the Grenada United Labor
Party of former Prime Minister Sir
Eric Gairy.
He did not run for a seat in the
new elections, but he remained ac¬
tive in his party. U-S- officials and
many prominent Grenadians feared
that a return to power by Gairy’s
party would hurt efforts to lure
tourists and investors to the unde¬
veloped island and fuel a leftist com¬
eback.
Gairy, a one-time labor leader
whose governments were accused of
corruption and repression.
Candidates of the Maurice Bishop
Patriotic Movement ran third in
every race Monday, some receiving
less than 1 percent of the vote.

The doctors said many of the dead
The police often had to break
were children and the elderly, who down doors bolted from the inside
were not strong enough to with¬ by frantic victims in a vain attempt
stand—or outrun—the lethal cloud to keep out the gas.
that spread over 25 square miles of
Bimla Devi, 37, who lost her hus¬
this city i f 900,000 on Monday.
band and their only child, said the
The methyl isocyanate gas had acrid gas sent thousands of people
begun leaking at 1 a.m. from an un¬ scattering in panic. She said most of
derground storage tank at a Union those who fell, coughing and crying,
Carbide pesticide plant in a poor area were old people and children.
of Bhopal.
Volunteers helped cremate 228
The leak was stopped after 40 mi¬ Hindus on blazing outdoor pyres that
nutes, but the gas seeped silently flickered bright orange against the
over the city through the early hours dark sky Tuesday night. Other volun¬
of the morning.
teers helped dig graves to bury Mos¬
Police on Monday arrested five lems 11 at a time in common 15-footplant officials on negligence charges long graves.
and sealed off the factory. Prime
Drs. Parveen Chaudhary and S.K.
Minister Rajiv Gandhi, who toured Srivastava of Hamedia Hospital told
the city Tuesday, said it would never The Associated Press they counted
reopen.
500 corpses at the city’s major hos¬
Police teams searched house to pitals and had reports of at least 500
house, stepping over the carcasses more dead at hospitals on Bhopal’s
of water buffalo, dogs and birds that outskirts. The United News of India
dropped in the streets when the news agency said there were not less
poison overcame them.
than 1,200 dead.

BOSTON (AP)—An Army attorney
argued before a federal appeals court
Tuesday that a declared lesbian was
wrongfully reinstated in the Univer¬
sity of Maine’s ROTC program be¬
cause the woman has acknowledged
she engaged in homosexual acts
“numerous times.”
William Cole, an attorney for the
U.S.
Justice
Department
in
Washington, appeared before a
three-judge panel of the U.S. Circuit

Fire Causes $135,000 in Damage

* * *

The Sabattus town dump is facing
problems. The bulldozer usually
used at the site needs approximately
$2,000 worth of repairs, and the ac¬
count is already overdrawn. It may
be that the dump will be “open”
from Nov. 15 to May 15, meaning
no cover materials will be necessary.
Also, Road Commissioner Leo
Pinard may help with the town’s
front end loader.

interrupted Bator to ask, “Can’t
teachers in the state of Alabama tell
kids to shut up without a statute?”
The 1981 Alabama law was chal¬
lenged by Ismael Jaffree, an agnostic
whose three children attend public
schools in Mobile.
After the session, Jaffree predicted
a close vote, and said he sees Justice
Sandra Day O’Connor as a key.
From the flow of the justices’
questions, it appeared that Jaffree
may be able to rely on the votes of
Marshall, Stevens and Justice Harry
A. Blackmum.
Burger and Justices William H.
Rehnquist and Lewis F. Powell
asked questions that appeared sym¬
pathetic to the law, while Justice
Byron R. White’s queries dwelled
on procedural flaws in the case.

Theconstantly bankrupt Depart¬
ment of Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife, after being bailed out of
financial difficulties only a few
months ago, is once again penniless.
In order to make its October payroll,
the department had to borrow
$450,000. And, if by Spring, hunt¬
ing and fishing license sales do not
increase, another half-million dollars
may need to be borrowed.

A 45 year old Clinton man won
$25,000 in Maine State Lottery’s
Baseball ’84 Instant Game held in
Auburn Mall. Bernard Faulkner, the
winner, is a brakeman for the Maine
Central Rail Road.

Doctors said as many as 200,000
people were affected by the gas, and
Chaudhury said 20,000 may suffer
seriour after-effects. He said some
may lose their eyesight, and some
women may not be able to bear chil¬
dren.
In the United States, Yves Alarie
of the School of Public Health at the
University of Pittsburgh said:
“When inhaled, the gas makes the
lungs produce so much fluid the vic¬
tim drowns ...”
It’s a slow process, he said, and
“you may die hours or days later,
after the exposure.”
The gas slowly dissipated into the
atmosphere through the day, but air
samples on Tuesday still showed
traces of poison in the air.
Gandhi toured the area, visiting
hospital wards and talking with or¬
phaned children. He vowed to stop
the production of dangerous chemi¬
cals in urban areas.

Army Asks Removal of Lesbian

Dateline: Lewiston
Twenty-two people are still home¬
less after a blaze ravaged a Blake
Street apartment house in Lewiston.
The fire, its cause still unknown,
damaged approximately $135,000
worth of property.

contention, at one point asking Will¬
iams, “Is a teacher telling students
anything more than what the Con¬
stitution guarantees—that they have
a right to pray silently?”
But Justice Thurgood Marshall,
suggesting that the law’s real purpose
was to promote prayer, asked Bator:
“Didn’t (students) have the right to
pray silently before this statute was
passed?”
Bator acknowledged that it is im¬
possible to prevent someone from
praying silently, but added that the
Alabama law is an attempt to create
a moment of tranquility for students
who want to do so.
‘ ‘The modem American school is
a very busy, very noisy place,” he
said. “It’s not easy to find a moment
of silence.”
At one point, however, Marshall

Gas Leak Pushes Death Toll Over 1,000 in India

Blaize Given Mai idate
to Rebuild Grenada
ST. GEORGE’S, Grenada (AP)—
Herbert Blaize became Grenada’s
new prime minister Tuesday after a
landslide victory in elections that re¬
turned parliamentary democracy to
this Caribbean nation nearly six years
after a leftist coup.
With votes still being counted
from Monday’s polling, it appeared
that Blaize’s New National Party
would win 13 or 14 of the Parlia¬
ment’s 15 seats.
The party was formed from three
moderate parties last August at the
urging of the United States and
Caribbean nations who supported a
1983 U.S.-led invasion after the
Marxist regime collapsed in a bloody
power struggle.
Blaize took his oath of office at
Government House from Governor
General Sir Paul Scoon, who had ap¬
pointed an interim council to run the
island after the invasion.
Blaize flew to the capital from his
home base, the out-island of Carriacou. “They (the voters) have done
exactly what we hoped they would
do—give the New National Party a
clear mandate to put Granada back

But Baker said the 11th U.S. Cir¬
cuit Court of Appeals was wrong,
and added that the invalidated 1981
law merely “accommodates those
who by conscience feel compelled to
open their school day with prayer. ’ ’
When Justice John Paul Stevens
pressed Baker to explain why a 1978
Alabama moment of silence law—which does not mention prayer—
would not suffice as well, Baker said
many people did not realize they
could spend the silent time praying.
“Many people are under the im¬
pression that students don’t have the
right to pray silently,” Baker said.
“Certainly it cannot be unconstitu¬
tional for a statute to merely inform
students about the possibility of
prayer during this period.”
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
appeared sympathetic to Baker’s

UMF’s 50 voice chorus will pre¬
sent a Christmas concert on Sunday
at 3 pm in the Nordica Auditorium.
Many types of poetry-music and
Christmas Carols will be presnted.
The public is invited and admission
is free.

Middlebury College Assistant
Professor of Political Science, Gary
Meyers, was awarded a German
Marshall Fund Fellowship for 198586. The Federal Republic of Ger¬
many, which established the award
and supports the fellowship, grants
funds to research domestic and inter¬
national affairs concerning the
United States and Europe.

Court of Appeals seeking reversal of
a lower court decision that let Diane
Matthews, 26, of South Portland
reenlist in the Army program. Ms.
Matthews did not attend the hearing.
The judges reserved decision in the
case.
Ms. Matthews was kicked out of
the Army’s Reserve Officer Training
Corps program at the University of
Maine at Orono in 1981 after she
told a superior officer she was a les¬
bian.
Her attorney, Michael Asen, ar¬
gued successfully before a federagl
magistrate that the Army sergeant,
who wants to become an officer, was
exercising her First Amendment
right to free expression when she
made the statement.

In an April 3 ruling, Magistrate
D. Brock Hornby said that Ms.
Matthews’ discharge “as a result of
her declaration of homosexuality,
without any evidence of homosexual
conduct,” violated her constitutional
rights.
Ms. Matthews re-enlisted in the
ROTC program this fall and hopes
to containue in the Army as a reserve
officer after she graduates from the
university, probably in June 1986,
Asen said.
But Cole, appealing the decision
on behalf of the Army, argued Tues¬
day that Ms. Matthew’s assertion
that she is a lesbian is evidence that
she would engage in homosexual acts
if given the chance.

Defense Cuts
WASHINGTON (AP)—President
Reagan finished an initial round of
deciding where to cut domestic
spending Tuesday and White House
aides indicated the next move will
be to determine how much the pres¬
ident’s planned military buildup
must be trimmed to fight the flood
of federal red ink.
“We’ll have a pretty good feel at
the end of the day as to how close
we are to our . . . budget reduction
goal for ’85, and I think we can then
begin to work with defense num¬
bers,” White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said before Reagan

began his last scheduled session on
domestic spending reductions with a
dozen senior aides.
Reagan met with his advisers for
about an hour Tuesday afternoon.
White House officials said the de¬
fense budget was discussed but that
no decisions were made.
Later, as the president returned to
the White House after visiting Sen.
John C., Stennis, D-Miss., at Walter
Reed Army Medical Center, Reagan
told reporters who asked about the
budget deliberations: “We’re still
wrestling with it. We have nothing
yet to say.”
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—A Bates Student Interview—
Stephen King Talks about Writing and Real
Life Experiences
by Victoria L. Tilney
Stephen King has many surprises in a habit. Do you take a shower every
they were a fad that would be out¬
Staff Reporter
store for us. He says that he has a morning? Well, it’s like taking a
lived by the literary horror. He stated
The telephone rang. My hand draft of a new book in his drawer. shower each mominga. Sometimes
with much certainty that books al¬
shook a bit. My body shuddered with What horror awaits us?
you wake up and say ‘bitch, I don’t
ways outlive the films. He explained
excited anticipation but also with
With an imagination like that, I feel like taking a shower’, but you
that films like ET and Ghostbusters
plain fright. A psychic mind like that began to wonder what his family life know you should.”
were big successes, they had run for
of Carrie did not cause the phone to might be like. What do his children
He seemed rather nonchalant
sixteen weeks, that’s a whole sum¬
ring, a firestarter did not cause fric¬ and his wife think of him? Well, about his talent. I asked him when
mer vacation and that is a long time.
tion in the phone to make it ring. King says that he wife claims she is he was a child if he had any special
Then they fade out. They may resur¬
The ring was not caused by some¬ his number one fan. His sons read interests that led him to a life of writ¬
face, come to television, and may
thing of horror, but rather by an illus¬ some of his books, but his daughter ing. He told me that he loved fantasy
never be seen again except for an
trious creator of horror. It was is more interested in history. They and make-believe most when he was
occasional showing now and then.
Stephen King.
do see his movies.
young. He claimed that little kids like
He cited Gone with the Wind as an
Mr. Stephen King is a popular au¬
What about him? I asked him if make-believe especially because
example. He said that this is a classic
thor who has written many horror his ideas ever scare him, if he is ever they don’t see it in their everyday
film, but the book has more power.
books and collections of short
“Books are immutable. They are a
stories, two of which hid the number
static
condition, you can always go
“Writing is not the huge creative act that everyone thinks
one and two places on the New York
back and refer to them.” He said
it is. Writing is like a habit. Do you take a shower every
Times best-seller lists right now, The
that he worked on some of the film
Talisman (hard cover) and Pet morning? Well, it’s like taking a shower each morning. translations of his books, but that it
Sematary, (paperback) respectively. Sometimes you wake up and say ‘bitch, I don’t feel like takes too much time. He claimed that
He has also written the screenplay taking a shower,’ but you know you should.”
it is hard for a writer to reconvile
for the film, Creepshow, and the
himself to do both, there just isn’t
screenplay for a movie called Cat’s shocked that these horror stories
life “unless they are watching their enough time. One has to chose,
Eye which will be released in March, come from his very imagination. He
little sister being burned in the “. . . it’s depressing to have to adapt
featuring as one of the actresses, said that basically they don’t. He said
oven.”
your work” so as to do both. It is
Drew Barrymore. He claims that it that he might “spook himself out”
He paused at that grim prospect, nice to know that some people still
is a “horrorized Walt Disney if he were writing a frightening part
breathed a sigh of disbelief, and con¬ aspire to put in a full and best effort
movie.”
tinued by saying that horror, as does into their work. That is refreshing.
during the night. But he added that
King seems to be a dynamic per¬ he is a day person on the most part.
comedy, has more of an element of
Oftentimes if I read a book and
son and I had many questions. The only thing that scares him is
audience involvement. This is be¬ then see the movie version, I am dis¬
Throughout the interview I learned when his ideas go farther than he
cause they both have physical in¬ appointed to see that the characters
that he is not only a dynamic charac¬ initially intended them to go. “But
volvement too. People watching a or locations are quite different from
ter, but he also has a delightful sense I suppose that is the sadistic element,
movie might all be sitting in silence. what I had imagined. I wanted to
of humor. He was amusing and hon¬ the nasty thrill, and I like that.” He
Then something terrifying will hap¬ know if he though his books were
est, he spoke with no airs and with told me that he got his idea for The
pen and the whole audience will ever distorted by the film translations
wonderful colloquy.
scream. Same as laughing in com¬ and, if so, did this bother him. I must
Shining when he had rented a room
The interview started out with a in Colorado while on a vacation with
edy. “I’ve always liked a bit of sus¬ say I found this answer wonderful,
boom. I really wanted to know where his family. He didn’t feel as if he
pense, which ties into the sadistic I had never thought of this. King said
in the world he got his ideas, all these was getting as much work done as
element.”
that he goes to see the movies just
stories of horror. Most writers claim he should be, so he took a room. “I
As our conversation started to drift as anyone else would, but he gets an
that they derive ideas from their per¬ had never met the owner of the apart¬
toward the subject of films, I asked, “additional treat.” He said that he
sonal experiences and I wanted to ment, I was all alone.” He had been
wanting to know about the future be¬ is not usually bothered by what he
know if this was true for him. If so in a similar position to Jack in the
fore anyone else, if his newest book, sees. In fact, sometimes he is in¬
he must lead a rather frightening life. huge hotel. He didn’t let it get to him
The Talisman was going to be made trigued with the additions in the
Well, Mr. King replied that in fact as Jack had.
into a film. Steven Spielberg has in films. He explained, “In Firestar¬
he does get most of his ideas from
fact bought the screen rights, but ter, when they are holding the girl
Stephen King has written a book
personal experiences or observa¬ or two nearly every year since 1974.
King isn’t sure when it will be made up, there are fire extinguishers all
tions. He said that sometimes when I asked him how is able to be so
he’s walking down the street he consistent and capable of whirling
Horror, as does comedy, has more of an element of audience
might observe a certain incident. off these books. Well, he was quite
involvement.
This is because they both have physical in¬
Later on he might see another. They frank about it. He told me that as in
volvement
too.
People watching a movie might all be sitting
might be totally separate, but often¬ any job, one must have discipline.
times he can build a good story from He sits down each day in his office in silence. Then something terrifying will happen and the
putting these two incidents together. which is in his house, and he writes whole audience will scream. Same as laughing in comedy.
That sounded like an effective way about 5-6 pages. “That amounts to “I’ve always liked a bit of suspense, which ties into the
to come up with an idea, but what a lot of copy each year.” He has
sadistic element.”
incidents on the street might ignite found though, ironically enough,
such ideas of intense horror with that with more success comes less and released. I suppose we will have over the house. I said to myself ‘why
which he is continually able to create time to write. He finds he has to slow to wait like the rest of them. The didn’t I think of that? That is great.
successfully? I asked him to cite an down more because of travelling and Talisman is the first and only book I wish I had thought of that!’ ” He
example.
pressing engagements. I asked him he has written with another author.
doesn’t have much control over the
Mr. King is an extremely imagina¬ if he was in his office. The thought I asked him about how he collabo¬ final cuts of the films; he added that
tive man. He plunged into an exam¬ of speaking to Stephen King while rated on this book with Peter Straub.
he likes it that way. One has to chose,
ple. He told me that one time he was he sat in his office, the den of horror, He met Peter Straub in London. They one has to set one’s priorities
driving along interstate-95, the long was an exciting thought. “I’m in my had hit it off very well. “Most writ¬ straight. I found this answer rather
and boring part that seems eternal, wife’s office now on the bottom floor ers are a bit shy and run out of con¬ uplifting. Instead of his looking for
that stretches to the Lewiston exit. of the house.” His wife is also an versation. We didn’t. We talked a the negative changes in the films, he
He saw an old stationwagon deserted author, she has had two books pub¬ lot and got on well. We were both found positive changes and was
on the breakdown lane. “It was just lished. “My office is a mess. Any¬ busy at the time, but about two years pleased, even envious that he hadn’t
parked there, deserted with no one way I’ve been in there all day and I after we had met, Peter called me up created some of them.
around, the hood wasn’t up, there needed a change of scenery.”
King’s work has set fire and
and asked me if I was still interested
was no flat tire. So I thought to my¬
He had previously mentioned that in my suggestion of writing together. gained even more popularity in the
self, maybe this car is an alien mas¬ he was a day person. But I still I guess I had suggested it. We make last several years, especially after the
querading as an old town squire wanted to know in what context he jokes about when the publication of publication of The Dead Zone in
wagon. It is masquerading so well wrote. I asked him if the words al¬ The Talisman notes will be. We 1979.1 asked King if he thought that
that it has all the features of an old ways flowed right out onto the page wrote extensive notes and outlines this popularity and system of supply
stationwagon, down to the crumpled or if sometimes it was forced and if and we took turns at the typewriter. and demand has caused a lapse of
candy wrappers scattered in the back. he needed hot milk or perhaps Writing it was like a tennis match, quality in his books. He claimed that
Perhaps someone stops to see what straight bourbon to help him along. we kept hitting the ball back to each he wasn’t the person to judge that.
the problem is. He parks behind the Much to my surprise, Mr. King was other, building on what the other per¬ He said that his books seem to con¬
stationwagon, he walks up close to not taken back at all by this question.
tinue to get good reviews. Before
son had written. It was a lot of fun. ”
the car and the alien sucks him in. He gave a little chuckle and said,
Back to his films. Horror is visual, Dead Zone people seemed to buy
Another car stops. He gets sucked “Sometimes I sit down with a few but oftentimes it is better visualized only paperbacks. But a great deal of
in. This continues until there is a beers, but usually just water. Writing in the imagination. I asked Mr. King hardcover Dead Zones were purch¬
whole line of cars.” He has recently is not the huge creative act that if he thought his films created from ased. Readers seem to have more dis¬
written a story to this effect. In fact everyone thinks it is. Writing is like his horror books were ephemeral, if cretion. If they want to read some¬

thing, they will buy the hardcover.
He explained that what he is doing
is “writing about my generation.
That sounds like ‘Who’ song doesn’t
it? My generation is a rich generation
and it is big.”
Popularity and commercialism
often changes people. I asked Mr.
King if he felt that all this popularity
has changed him at all, and why was
he doing “American Express com¬
mercials.”
Stephen King burst into a delight¬
fully child-like peal of laughter at
that question. “Oh, that,” he
laughed, composing himself, “I
don’t really know. My wife like the
idea too, and she later asked me why
I agreed to do it. I said that I didn’t
know. I guess I felt honored to be
asked, to be a part of all of that. I
was honored that they had thought
of me.” He went on to agree that
we do live in a commercial society,
and it is hard to escape it fully. He
said that he does not think he will
do a lot of commercials, as a writer
has to chose between being a writer
or an actor. He continued, “It is a
bit childish to have to prove your
success to yourself with a commer¬
cial. I was recently asked to do a
Miller Light commercial. I said no.
I knew I had to draw the line some¬
where. 'But I must admit, I did kind
of want to do it.” He laughed again,
perhaps at the grand child-like qual¬
ities retained within him. He added
that it is easier for less popular writ¬
ers to stay tied to their creative work
and to escape commercialism.
The Dead Zone seems to be a
socio/political horror book. King has
supported Gary Hart and Mondale/
Ferraro. I questioned his role in poli¬
tics and how it fit into his life of
writing. He laughed at this question,
too. I still cannot figure out why.
Apparently, The Dead Zone is
very popular over in Russia. It has
been translated into Russian. ‘ ‘I have
a pile of rubles waiting for me over
there, but I will have to go and get
them, they won’t send them.” King
believes that the Russians have mis¬
interpreted the book. Actually, Dead
Zone, Firestarter, and The Stand
are all basically about the same sub¬
ject. He thinks the overuse of author¬
ity is bad. “I am disgusted with the
use of political processes to espouse
causes.” He identified himself as a
liberal democrat, but he also adopts
conservative views in the sense of
personal freedoms. He advocated
that people like Ronald Reagan say,.
“It’s alright for me, but not for
you.” He continued, with a serious
tone clinging to his voice, that con¬
servatives, like Reagan support the
first amendment, yet they think
women shouldn’t have the right to
decide for themselves about having
an abortion.
My precious half hour was nearing
its end. I thought I’d end the series
of questions with a typical question
that most people don’t like to answer,
like “What would you like for
Christmas?” I asked Stephen King
if he was pleased with everything—
his work, his life, and was he plan¬
ning to continue all of this in the
future.
Well, I was not answered with a
typical answer. Mr. 'King, with
Continued on Page 13
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Students Before Conduct Committee after Incidents at Conn. College
by Howard Fine
Student Correspondent
Two students have been placed on
disciplinary probation and two more
cases are pending before the Student
Conduct Committee as a result Of in¬
cidents involving the men’s rugby
club during their overnight stay at
Connecticut College before a Satur¬
day, October 27 game.
Three separate incidents took
place on Friday night, October 26,
while the rugby team was spending
the night at Connecticut College. The
most serious one was the discharging
of four fire extinguishers in Plant
Dormitory by two Bates students re¬
turning from a party. The other major
incident was a scuffle between three
Bates rugby team members and about
seven Connecticut College hockey
team members. Also, a small win¬
dow was accidentally broken in the
room where the Bates team was stay¬
ing.

All of these incidents were re¬
ported to Connecticut College sec¬
urity. A letter listing the damages
and explaining what happened was
then sent to Robert Hatch, the head
of the Bates Athletic Department.
Hatch sent the letter on to the Dean
of the College, James W. Carignan.
He also said that the Athletic Depart¬
ment may “take action against the
club as a whole” for failing to repre¬
sent what Bates College stands for
as a visiting team.
Carignan immediately called into
his office the two students responsi¬
ble for setting off the fire extin¬
guishers, and then he sent their cases
to the Student Conduct Committee.
The committee, composed of six fac¬
ulty and two students, ruled that: the
students are to be placed on discipli¬
nary probation, where one ruled that:
the students are to be placed on dis¬
ciplinary probation, where one more
offense will result in further action,

possibly suspension; they cannot
hold any office while at Bates; they
must pay all damages incurred by
discharging the fire extinghishers;
and they be barred from future rugby
competitions. One student has ap¬
pealed the decision to the President
of the College, Thomas H.
Reynolds.
The fight began when three Bates
rugby team members, returning from
a party the team had been invited to,
were looking for a teammate, who
was visiting some friends he had at
Connecticut College. While they
were searching for their friend, these
three were met by several members
of the Connecticut College hockey
team. The hockey players “verbally
accosted” the three Bates students,
according to the Connecticut College
security report. The Bates players re¬
sponded, saying that “they were
looking for a friend.” The hockey
playefS apparently did not believe

them, tor they again, according to
the report, told the Bates players to
“get out.”
However, at this point, one of the
Bates players looked into a room of
the dormitory and found the team¬
mate. The hockey team members, by
this time, had “pushed one of the
(Bates rugby) players to the door”
of the room the teammate was in,
the report indicated. The teammate
then came out and said, “Knock it
off—these guys are friends of
mine. ’ ’ The hockey players promptly
pushed him, too, and more pushing
ensued. There were at least seven
Connecticut College hockey team
members and, by this time, four
Bates rugby players involved in the
fight. By the time campus security
had responded, one punch had been
thrown, by a Connecticut College
hockey player at a Bates rugby team
member.
Afterward, a security guard had

College Announces LL Bean Scholars
Five outstanding Bates students
from Maine have been named L.L.
Bean Scholars, the college has an¬
nounced.
They are Jeffrey Caron of
Thomaston, Brian Davis of Fal¬
mouth,
Charlene
Chattier
of
Caribou, Karen Drugge of Farmin¬
gton and Colleen Quint of Portland.
The scholarships, based upon fi¬
nancial need, are awarded to students
selected for their academic ability
and leadership qualities, explained
William C. Hiss, dean of admissions
and financial aid at Bates.
The students are the recipients of
scholarships established in 1982 by
a $250,000 grant from L.L. Bean,
Inc., of Freeport, well-known man¬
ufacturer and retailer of outdoor
sporting specialties. This is the third
group of Bean Scholars selected at
Bates. The college, in accordance
with the wishes of L.L. Bean, Inc.,
is to provide scholarship assistance

to qualified students, with preference
given to undergraduates from Maine.
A freshman at Bates and Dirigo
Scholar, which honors top high
school seniors from Maine, Caron is
a member of the Photography Club
and serves as a photographer for the
yearbook.
Davis is also a freshman at Bates
and a Dirigo Scholar. He is a student
host for the admissions office, serves
on the Chase Hall Committee for stu¬
dent activities, and is a member of
the junior varsity soccer team.
Chattier, a Bates sophomore is a
psychology major and intends to earn
a doctoral degree in clinical psychol¬
ogy.
Drugge is a junior at Bates. Her
college activities have included par¬
ticipation in the Career Discovery In¬
ternship Program, flute choir, and
varsity cross-country skiing and field
hockey, which won its third straight
state championship this fall. A

dean’s list student and Dirigo Schol¬
ar, she will begin Junior Semester
Abroad in January at Queen Mary
College in London.
Quint is a dean’s list student and
Dirigo Scholar, and last year was
elected to Bates Key, alumnae hon¬
orary service organization, a distinc¬
tion usually reserved for students in
their senior year. Quint has been a
Junior Advisor to freshmen, Resi¬
dent Coordinator, campus tour
guide, and member of the studentrun Representative Assembly and
student conduct and educational pol¬
icy committees. She holds an in¬
ternship with the Androscoggin
County Sheriff’s Office and is writ¬
ing her thesis on law enforcement
policies.
Chattier and Drugge have been
awarded the scholarship throughout
their college careers, while Quint has
received it since its inception in
1982.

Charlene Chartier, ’87.

Jeff Caron, ’88.

told Kevan Gibson (’87), co-captain
of the Bates rugby team, that “the
same group (of Connecticut College
hockey players) had picked a fight
with a visiting hockey team the week
before.”
Concerning the fight, Connecticut
College sent a letter to Bates saying
that “we . . . are also to blame” for
the fight. This point may weigh in
favor of the two students whose cases
have not yet been decided by the Stu¬
dent Conduct Committee.

Later that evening, a minor acci¬
dent occurred in the common room
where the 68 Bates rugby team mem¬
bers were to spend the night. Because
the room was slightly smaller than
Chase Lounge, furniture was moved
around to make more room for sleep¬
ing. One person accidentally pushed
the comer of a table into a window,
which broke. He later sent a letter
of apology to Connecticut College,
and he also paid $5 to cover the cost
of replacing the window.
In addition, the Bates rugby team
was accused by Connecticut College
security of giving beer to a minor at
a party after the game. Since the
party was sponsored by the Connec¬
ticut College rugby team, Bates Col¬
lege was not responsible for the inci¬
dent, since no one from Bates phys¬
ically gave alcohol to the 16 yearold, who was found, by a security
officer, leaving the party drunk. In
the words of one witnes, the Connec¬
ticut College security guard “tried
to put the responsibility for the 16
year-old kid on us,” when he was
clearly the responsibility of the host,
Connecticut College. One factor
which brought about the situation
was that the party was held on the
field, in public, and thus any person
could walk in and not be easily
noticed.
Despite all these problems, rela¬
tions with the Connecticut College
rugby team were good. “The game
went very smoothly—there were no
incidents during the game,” accord¬
ing to club president Tom Walker
(’85). However, Bates did lose a
close game, 12-11, to what John
Richmond (’87) called “a very good
rugby team.”

Observer Hoping to Publish

Colleen Quint, ’85.

Brian Davis, ’88.

Karen Drugge, ’86.

by Maureen Ross
Student Correspondent
The Observer is a political campus
newspaper that printed its first and
only issue last April. According to
Kenneth Liebman (’86), editor of the
paper, it was a paper designed “to

foster political discussion on various
subjects.” It was basically conserva¬
tive and said Liebman, “the people
who were on the staff last year were
college Republicans, although some
Democrats wrote lead articles.”
This semester’s question seems to
be, “Whatever happened to The Ob¬
server?” Liebman explained, “The
future of The Observer depends upon
our ability to generate funding.”
Black said “I feel sorry for those Last year before The Observer came
who look at the U.S.S.R. as the out we “were verbally guaranteed
enemy.” They are ignoring the real¬ funding for The Observer on an issue
ity of the lives of the people out of to issue basis,” until the paper sol¬
ignorance or willfullness. Black idified and then the money would be
again reminded those present of the given in a lump sum.
mundane fact that others are worth
Then what? “Unfortunately, the
no less than ourselves. Black stresses potential funder chose not to fund
that if we do not want to annihilate us. They (the funder) went back on
one another, we must take positive their word.” Liebman said this was
actions to step across these barriers due to a misunderstanding resulting
and reach international understand¬ from a lack of communication. Lieb¬
ing.
man did not name this funder.
What can the campus expect in the
future from The Observer'1. Liebman
will be spending next semester in
****NOTE - New time for 2nd Washington, D.C. and while there
Semester’s convocations:
he is “going to attempt to attract
Thursdays, 12:30PM - College another form of funding ” He
Chapel
Continued on Page 16

Convocation Series Comes to an End
by Cardine Baumann
Student Correspondent
Karen Black, Assistant Professor
of Russian, spoke on “International
Communication” for this semester’s
last convocation lecture given on
Wednesday morning, November
28th. Being a language teacher and
having worked with languages and
literature for most of her life, Black
constantly deals with transcultural
commitment and stressed the need
for International Communication synonomous with international un¬
derstanding.
Black is distressed to see “stu¬
dents at Bates that are about to
graduate who have made no attempt
to team about any culture other than
their own’ ’. She cannot fathom “any

Economics major not having studied
Marxist theory or any History major
not capable of understanding the lan¬
guage of the country in which he/she
is specializing.”
Though Black admits few of us
can claim sainthood in vast language
knowledge or profoundly understood
each item of news, she claims our
ignorance can be remedied by de¬
veloping interest and seeing how dif¬
ferent languages work. Black
claimed that because “Russia has a
mean kind of sound”, people often
conclude Russians are a mean-spi¬
rited people. Black claimed that at¬
titudes about cultures should not be
built on the language - contact with
the people who speak and understand
a language makes all the differences

in our attitudes towards cultures.
Though visiting the U. S. S. R. may
seem an exotic and brave act, Black
claims there is no danger at all in¬
volved. From experience with travel¬
ling with students, Black has ob¬
served students’ surprise in their
realization that the grass in Russia is
just like the grass in the United
States. “The world of the Russians
or the Peruvians has an objective re¬
ality that is exactly like ours.” Black
reminded the audience that the Rus¬
sians and any other foreign people
have the same basic worries and con¬
cerns as we Americans do. Black told
students and professors alike that in
our study of the Humanities, we must
study all human cultures, not exclud¬
ing any peoples.
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_Sports_
The Tradition Continues

Fitzgerald, Hatch Earn All-American Honors
by Ed Dippold

Staff Reporter
Only three weeks ago, Bates Col¬
lege sophomores John Fitzgerald and
Mark Hatch became the ninth and
tenth NCAA Division III Cross
Country All-Americans for Bates in
the last nine years. In order to qualify

for “All-American” status, a runner
must finish in the top 25 spots at the
annual National Championships. In
a field of 282 runners, Fitzgerald
finished in 23rd, followed just sec¬
onds later by Hatch in 24th over the
hilly 8000-meter Ohio Wesleyan

All-American runner John Fitzgerald, '87.

“All-American has been built-up so
much,” said Hatch, “we were a little
scared since we lacked the experi¬
ence in national competition.”
“We put any fears we had behind
us when we got to the line,” stated
Fitzgerald, “we didn’t go out to
finish 26th.”

“Many sophomores go out to the
Nationals and are kind of awed,”
said coach Walt Slovenski, “but
these guys got pumped and put in a
real scrappy effort.”
Fitzgerald, undefeated and Maine
State Class D cross country cham¬
pion his senior year in high school,

Another All-American for Bates: Mark Hatch, ’87.

Bates to Host First Ever EISA Ski Meet
by Dave Kissner

Student Correspondent
Head ski coach Bob Flynn is ex¬
tremely excited in looking ahead to
the first annual Bates College Carni¬
val on January 11-12. “My main
worry about the carnival is the possi¬
bility that we won’t have snow,”
Flynn said. The carnival will be the
first Eastern Intercollegiate Ski As¬
sociation qualifying meet ever hosted
by Bates.
The Bates carnival will also open
this year’s carnival season, preced¬
ing carnivals January 18-19 at UNH,
January 25-26 at St. Lawrence, Feb¬
ruary 1-2 at the University of Ver¬
mont, February 8-9 at Dartmouth,
February 15-16 at Williams, Feb¬
ruary 22-23 at Middlebury, and the
N.C.A.A. ski championships at
Bozeman, Montana on March 6-9.
Flynn leads into this carnival sea¬
son a ski program which finished 7th
in the Eastern Division and 15th in
the Nation among Division 1 ski
programs last year. Several skiers
from last years team will be missed

this year according to Flynn. Dave
DeSantis and Grace Samolis, last
year’s Lloyd Lux award recipients
and alpine captains, have both
graduated. Eric Dole, Last year’s
number one alpine seed, and Joel
Page, a four year nordic letterman,
will also be missed.
Flynn feels that his mens nordic
and womens alpine teams will be the
strong teams in his program. The
mens nordic team is led by returning
captain Dan MacDonald, one of only
three Bates skiers who qualified last
year for the NCAA national cham¬
pionships, where he finished 31st.
Also returning are seniors Sam Smith
and Bruce Ingersoll. The depth of
the nordic team has been solidified
by several returning underclassmen,
as well as a few newcomers, most
notably sophomore George Stewart,
a transfer from UNH, and freshmen
Eric Anderson and Julian Jarvis.

The womens alpine team is led by
senior captain Sue Kopp who was
abroad last year. Also returning are
Monica Samolis, who finished 12th

last year at NCAA championships,
and sophomores Midori Gellert and
Christa Vitzthum. This young squad
will also be aided by several promis¬
ing freshman.
Junior captain Craig Woodard lead
the mens alpine squad. Some prom¬
ising skiers are Josh Briggs and Steve
Kingston.
The womens nordic squad is led
by senior Judy Kohen, a returning
letter woman. Sue Flynn is also a
returning senior. Only two freshmen,
Maureen Davis and Carrie Marsh,
are presently training with the team.
Both the nordic and alpine squads
have trained extensively this fall.
The alpine team was able to ski at
Sugarloaf and Sunday River re¬
cently. The nordic team has been li¬
mited to roller skiing all fall. Both
squads will have a training camp fol¬
lowing Christmas and will compete
in several races over the holiday
period to prepare for their first carni¬
val.
Each year Coach Flynn, who is
now in his 16th year as head coach
at Bates, tries to improve his teams

ranking. “The ranking usually
hinges on our performance at our last
carnival at Middlebury,” Flynn said.
“Each year we also try to qualify
more skiers for the NCAA national
championships.”
Coach Flynn is being assisted this
year by nordic coordinator Buzzy
Davis, nordic assistant Steve Fluet,
and alpine coordinator Dan Car¬
penter. Pat McNamara is this year’s
manager.

has been on a tear all season and
consistently placed first for the Bates
team. In addition to finishing second
in the State of Maine Invitational be¬
hind teammate Jamie Goodberlet,
Fitzgerald won the NESCAC title
and finished 14th in the Open New
England Championshipos. “The
Open New England Meet was my
best race of the season,” said
Fitzgerald, “it gave me a boost of
confidence.”
Hatch, who only lost one high
school cross country meet in his final
three years at Thayer Academy, also
was the New England prep school
champion for three consecutive
years. Nicknamed “Snapper” by his
teammates, Hatch had to make a
slow comeback this fall after suffer¬
ing an injury last year. “I had to
lay-off earlier on,” saidHatch, “and
rebuild my distance base. I still
hadn’t reached my peak by the end
of the season.” He did come on in
time however to finish a strong 18th
place in the Open New England
Meet.
Although both harriers became
All-Americans, the road to reach it
was not easy. After straight start of
about 600 yards, the course funneled
into a small path where the running
was very congested. Hatch was
pu shed down from behind at the
half-mile mark and “didn’t know
what was going on.” He ended up
losing almost 30 places, but “more
determined” to do well. “Fitzy”
also had some problems, falling on
the muddy trail at the 1.5 mile mark
and losing almost ten seconds. Both
runners, roommates this year, felt
that having a teammate to key on
during the race helped a great deal.
‘ ‘Both of them were aware of each
other the whole race,” said
Slovenski, “they spurred each other
on.”
Their next goals: All-American
status at the NCAA Indoor Track and
Field Championships to be held at
Bates in March.

Women Harriers End Season 7-4-1
by Alex Hammer

Student Correspondent
The Bates College Womens Cross
Country team, led by Senior Sue
Flynn who qualified for the Division
III NCAA Championship meet,
finished their season with a 7-4-1 re¬
cord.
At the Division III NCAA Qual¬
ifying meet, held November 10 in
Boston, Bates came away with a thir¬
teenth place finish out Of the twentysix teams present. Smith College
emerged as the overall winning team

with Wesleyan University in second. time of 20:32 placed her twentyColby led the way among Maine eighth overall. She was followed for
schools, finishing in ninth place.
Bates by freshmen Pam Oest (21:32)
Senior Sue Flynn led the attack and Kris Lia (22:56) and sophomore
for Bates, covering the five kilometer Peg Brosnahan (23:32).
(3.1 mile) course in 19:57. Her thir¬
teenth place finish qualified her for
At the Division III NCAA meet
the Division III NCAA Champion¬ the following weekend, Sue Flynn
ship meet, to be held the following ran to a strong forty-fourth place
weekend at Ohio Wesleyan.
finish. This performance put her in
eighth place among New England
Coming in second for Bates was finishers, an improvement of five
Sophomore Kathy Kraemer whose places from the week before.

Eric Anderson, ’88, takes advantage of the snow for his first ski of the
season.
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Improvement Major Goal for Hoopsters
by Mark Harvie

Dave Kennedy making the Bobcat offense work in last year’s action.
File photo.

Staff Reporter
By Bates’ standards, it’s a pretty
nice office, neatly kept and decorated
with basketball memories, a poster
of the 1980 squad, and a plaque that
reads, “Herb Taylor—Academic
All-American”. Now that Herb has
played his final game in Alumni
Gymnasium, the most telling wall
hanging in (men’s basketball coach)
George Wigton’s office is a huge
wooden sign, reading, “Don’t Give
Up the Ship”.
Now into his 19th season at the
helm of the Bobcats, coach Wigton
has three starters and eight lettermen
returning from last year 7-17 club.
He sees a lot of room for improve¬
ment over that team’s performance.
The Bobcat home opener is tomor¬
row night against Tufts, at 7:30.
Bates junior center Dave Kennedy
is the dominant offensive player on
the Bobcat squad, and one the tough¬
est to stop in New England. With
788 points in his first two years, he
is more than half-way to the all-time
Bobcat scoring mark, now owned by
Howie Alexander. Kennedy aver¬
aged 21.9 points per game last season
and is sure to be the first man looked
to every time down the court.
Getting the ball to Kennedy will
be largely the responsibility of last
years second leading assist man,
senior co-captain, Alex (A.J. not

Bowdoin Downed in Opener
by Ed Dippold

Staff Reporter
In their annual early season match¬
up, the mens track team won a hardfought victory over the Bowdoin
Polar Bears, 74-62, last Saturday at
the Bobcats field house.
Junior Reggie Floyd started the
ball rolling for Bates by setting a new
facility record for a Bates man in the
long jump, leaping 22” Vi” in his
winning effort. Paul Slovenski held
the old record of 21’9‘/4”. Floyd
showed his versatility, taking top
honors in the triple jump with a leap
of 43’3%”, outdistancing freshman
teammate Howard Wright by threequarters of an inch. Floyd also took
second in the high jump to Bow¬
doin’s Hank Moniz.
The meet’s only other double win¬
ner was Bo Buran of Bowdoin.
Buran threw a personal best
44’ 11W' in the 35-pound weight,
just edging out Junior Dan Bruns
who also threw for a personal best.
Buran also easily outdistanced the
competition in the shot put with a
heave of 42’3V6”.

The mile run featured a duel be¬
tween Polar Bear Chip Bradish and
Bates sophomore Mark Hatch, with
Bradish winning in 4:20.5 by pulling
away in the final 150 meters. A little
over an hour later, Hatch forced the
pace in the 5,000-meter run at the
two-mile mark and went on to an
easy victory in 15:36.9.
Bobcat freshman Robbie Butler
provided the crowd with a roaring
finish in the 500-meter dash. Butler
sat in last place for the first 400 me¬
ters of the race and showed a strong
finishing kick but could not quite
catch winner Rob McCabe of Bow¬
doin. Frosh peter O’Shea came on
to caputre third.
■Bobcat co-captain Mike Fanning
burst out from the start and ran a
very fast first two laps to bury the
field early in the 1000-meter run.
Fanning eased the pace coming into
the finish and won with a time of
2:38, beating teammate Dave Conrad
by one second.
In the pole vault, Pat Ronan of

Bowdoin made good on his third at¬
tempt at 14’6” and edged out Bobcat
Scott Pellerin who leaped 13 feet.
Ronan failed on his three attempts at
14 feet. Other Bates winners during
the day were juniors Blane Parry in
the 400-meter dash and Ben Robin¬
son in the 55-meter dash.
The Polar Bears won the 1600meter relay in 3:32.5, but the Bates
squad won the 3200-meter relay with
the help of Fanning’s superb comefrombehind anchor leg. Fanning re¬
ceived the baton 15 yards behind
leader Bowdoin’s Bradish, but ran a
1:59.3 final 800 meters to give Bates
the win.
“I was scared to death coming into
this meet since we had three top per¬
formers injured”
(Goodberlet,
O’Brien, & Fitzgerald), said head
coach Walt Slovenski, “Bowdoin’s
always tough and I held my breath
the whole way. For the first meet of
the season, it was very competitive. ’ ’
Bates returns to action tomorrow
at 1 p.m. at home against Fitchburg
State.

O.J.) Johnson. The fleet-footed
Johnson brings quickness to the Bob¬
cat fast break and is an excellent de¬
fensive player (led last year’s squad
in steals and was second in blocked
shots).
Senior forward, Lance Matthieson, is the other Bobcat captain.
At 6’2”, he is a bit short for the
power slot, but Lance makes up for
it with aggressive positioning, long
arms, and sure hands. He will be
counted on for his rebounding, but
must also improve on last years scor¬
ing average (9.6) if the Bobcats are
to compensate for the loss of Taylor’s
scoring abilities. The same holds true
for Johnson, who averaged 8 points
per contest last year.

junior John Eddy, 6’7” freshman
Dave Larivee and 6’1” junior Bob
Ricci. Guards Jim Amfilo and Bob
Peretti (’86), Mark Brown (’87) and
Bob Price (’88) round out the Bates
squad.
The Bobcats will play on or¬
ganized offense, taking the fast break
when the opportunity presents itself
and looking for Dave Kennedy. Out¬
side shooting may be suspect, so the
Bobcats should get ready to see some
zones packing the middle in an at¬
tempt to shut Kennedy down.
Co-Captain, Lance Matthieson
looked toward the season. “If there’s
any correlation between practices
and games”, he said, “we should
have a good season. We’ve got a
deep enough team so that everybody
Rounding out the starting five are has to work hard during practice.”
senior guard Kevin Pomfret and
Though the Bobcats lost their first
sophomore forward Mike Bernier. game to Brandeis by a 74-71 score,
Both are capable of big shooting they showed signs of improvement
nights when they are on.
as the game went on. With a couple
With a mix of experience, youth, more minutes on the clock they may
and height on the Bobcat bench, the have pulled it out. But any¬
squad seems to be a bit deeper than way . . . “Don’t Give Up the
last year’s. In the frontcourt are 6’7” Ship”.

Women’s Basketball
vs. Tufts Saturday
by Gloria M. Lee

Staff Reporter
With a new season and a new
coach, the Women’s Basketball
Team is hoping to have a better sea¬
son than last years disappointing re¬
cord of 1-20. This year’s new coach
is former assistant coach Diane
Boettcher. With many returning
players and five freshmen on the
squad, the Bobcats hope to have a
winning season.
Among the veteran players are
Lisa Kelley ’86, Althea Latady ’86,
Leslie Latady ’86, Monique Petty
’85 and Paula Pomponi ’85. Coach
Boettcher is very enthusiastic about
the team. She sees a tremendous im¬
provement in the playing of the vet¬
erans and expects further contribu¬
tions from the freshmen as the season
progresses.
The Bobcats first tournament of
the season got off with a promising
start. Bates played at Connecticut
College in the Connecticut College
Subway Classic. Bates came in sec¬
ond place, losing to Connecticut Col-

lege in the finals 77-45. In the previ¬
ous game the Bobcats soundly de¬
feated Coast Guard, 57-40.
High scorers Leslie Latady and
Monique Petty contributed to the win
with fourteen points each. Sensa¬
tional rebounding by Lisa Kelley in
both games gave the Bobcats added
strength. Kelley, a wing guard, had
game high in both confrontations
with eleven and seventeen rebounds
respectively. Teammate Paula Pom¬
poni also had an exceptional day with
a career high in a single game for
Bates with twelve points. Ending the
day was an All Tournament Team
which consisted of four Connecticut
College players and Bates Bobcat
Monique Petty.
With their fine ballhandling skills,
strong zone and man to man de¬
fenses, and good inside outside
plays, the Bobcats should have an
exceptional season. They will face
Bowdoin College on Wednesday,
12/5 and their first home game will
be on Saturday against Tufts College
at 5:30 p.m. in the Alumni Gym.

ctf/e

Swim Teams Victorious Over UMass
by Scott Hoffman
Student Correspondent
The Bates College Mens and
Womens Swim Teams opened their
seasons with victories at UMASSBoston last weekend. The women
won 82-32 while the men swam to
a 70-44 triumph. Coach George Purgavie sees both teams as having a lot
of potential. Both the mens and
womens teams have doubled their
membership from last year. Both
teams are in great spirits and are
looking forward to successful sea¬
sons.

first meet. Melinda Wheeler ’88 led
the way as she qualified for the 100
breaststroke and the 200 IM in win¬
ning both races. Freshman Elisa
Fisher’s win in the 100 butterfly and
freshman Maris Uhles triumph in the
100 breaststroke qualified them also.
Allison Smith ’88, Sally Slovenski
’85, and Ann Rittenburg ’86 all qual¬
ified in the one meter diving compet¬
ition. Other winners for the Bobcats
were Mary Ann Whitney ’85 in the
1000 freestyle and Linnea Hensley
’88 in the 200 freestyle and 100 backstroke.

The womens team was very impre¬
ssive in that several members qual¬
ified for the New Englands in this

The men’s
for the New
John Rice
breaststroke.

team had one qualifier
Englands in freshmen
who won the 100
Other fine perfor¬

mances were turned by the Bobcats.
Double winners included James
Jacobson ’85 in the 200 and 500
freestyle, sophmore James O’Hair in
the 200 IM and 100 backstroke, and
Eric Lindquist ’85 who won the one
and tahree meter diving competi¬
tions.
The team is young with many
freshmen competing so a bright fu¬
ture should be in store for Bates
swimming. On Saturday, Dec. 8,
both teams will be in action against
Clark University. The meet is at the
Tarbell Pool at 1:00. Any volunteers
who would be willing to help with
the timing of the races would be ■
greatly appreciated by Coach Purgavie and the team.

^tpe/prate Ori^xceU^
COUNTRY INN DINING
by confirmed reservation only
All dinners presented in 5 courses
at $ 11.95 per person

cQkG§edgieycPlace
Greene, Maine off Route 202‘Telephone 94C-5990
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Jumping Into a Success Story: Boston Celtics Rookie Rick Carlisle
In the closing moments of a recent
Celtics rout over the hapless Golden
State Warriors in the Boston Garden,
fans of the Green were treated to a
play orchestrated by Boston rookie
Rick Carlisle which not only ended
what had become an increasingly
tedious, one-sided affair, but, more
importantly, showed the promise and
talent of the University of Virginia
product.
Carlisle, playing against his old
college backcourtmate Othell Wilson
(now a Golden State starter) pushed
the ball downcourt with time expir¬
ing and, after taking an opposing
Warrior with a layup attempt, made
a nifty behind-the-back pass while
looking the other way to Celtics
teammate and muscleman M.L.
Carr, who promptly deposited the of¬
fering for the final Boston tally. The
Garden crowd responded to this
heads-up performance by the crafty
Carlisle with appreciative applause.
For the 6’5”, 227 pound Celtic
third-round draft choice, this oppor¬
tunity to display his roundball skills
along with others afforded him thus
far in the early season, has marked
the end of a long, uphill struggle to
reach to the N.B.A. and play on a
professional basketball team. “I’m
just happy being here and contribut¬
ing in whatever way I can,” is Car¬
lisle’s own response to his current
status. He might have also added that
it had taken him awhile to reach his
present position on the bench of the
reigning World Champions.
This basketball Odyssey began for
Carlisle on the playing courts of Lis¬
bon Central High School in Ogdensburg, New York. It was here that
the aspiring youth started to develop
the rudimentary ball-handling and
shooting skills that he would hone to
a finer degree in succeeding years.
Following high school, Carlisle
spent a post-graduate year at Worces¬
ter Academy in Worcester, Mass, be¬
fore going on to play Division I AA
hoop at the University of Maine at
Orono for two seasons. In his sopho¬
more year with the Black Bears, he
averaged 16.2 points, shot 54.7 per¬
cent from the floor, grabbed 118 re¬
bounds, made 132 assists, and gener¬
ally displayed an advanced state of

court savvy that distinguished him
from his teammates and opponents,
while propelling him to a higher
plane of basketball achievement.
He would move on to the Division
I and nationally ranked University of
Virginia after turning down offers
from Providence and Syracuse.
“Anytime you transfer, I feel you’re
taking a gamble. In my case, I
wanted to move up to a higher level
of play and I’m happy that it worked
out.” He would start at guard in
every Cavalier contest the next two
years, save for one exception. This
was when Virginia coach Terry Hol¬
land decided to have only his seniors
start in the final homegame of the
1982- 3 season, in what was Car¬
lisle’s junior year.
“I fit in well with Virginia,” re¬
flects Carlisle, “When I arrived Jeff

Whalen’s
Wanderings
Jones was a senior and they were
looking for a replacement for him. I
was it.” Indeed he was. During his
tenure at Virginia, Carlisle would
prove to be a vital cog in the Cavalier
offense, as he would direct the
team’s attack as its floorleading
guard, while averaging 11 p.p.g., 75
assists per season, and a 51.4 field
goal percentage in the interim.
Moreover, he would be instrumental
in teaming with then fellow backcourtman Othell Wilson, in bringing
the “Cinderella” Virginia team of
1983- 4, minus the services of the
graduated Ralph Sampson, to the
Final Four of the N.C.A.A. basket¬
ball tournament. For his efforts, he
was honored with being named by
the Virginia Sports Directors to their
All-State squad.
Carlisle graduated from Virginia
with a psychology degree in the
spring of 1984 as a 24 year old senior
hoping to be drafted by an N.B.A.
club in the annual college draft. He
got his wish when the Boston Celtics
made him their third round choice,
the 70th pla_ picked overall. His
chances on making the team initially,
however, appeared slim as the Celts
were coming off a championship sea-

son with a glut in its backcourt. He
was contending wich such seasoned
veterans as Dennis Johnson, Scott
Wedman, Quinn Buckner, and
Danny Ainge for a coveted guard
spot on the roster. It would be easy
for him to be lost in this sea of talent.
He wasn’t. Due to his poised, al¬
most veteranlike professional man¬
ner in which he conducted himself
on both the offensive and defensive
ends of the court and what Celts
coach K.C. Jones describes as ‘ ‘great
passing abilities,” the Boston braintrust began to take notice of him. He
outshone fellow rookie Michael
Young, the publicized first-round
draft choice out of the University of
Houston,
in
intrasquad
and
preaseason exhibition games. Fur¬
thermore, as luck would have it, the
trade of starter Gerald Henderson to
the Seattle Supersonics just before
the beginning of the season, opened
up a position in the heretofore
crowded guard corps. Thus, Carlisle
became a logical choice to fill it. And
he did.
He survived the final cut and found
himself a certified N.B.A. player. It
is a status which he still has and will
probably keep on having if K.C.
Jones has any say in the matter.
“Rick Carlisle is a good, intelligent
basketball player,” Jones states,
“that is why we chose him.” Team¬
mate Danny Ainge confers with
Jones and adds, “He’s steady and
intelligent. He doesn’t really seem
like a rookie out there.” As for Car¬
lisle’s own assessment of his situa¬
tion to date, he answers, “I’m spend¬
ing a lot of the time on the bench
now, learning from watching some
of the other veterans like Dennis
Johnson. I’m happy with the amount
of playing time I’ve been getting and
I know my role on the team. I just
want to help it to keep on winning.”
As for his plans in the immediate
future, Carlisle has expressed a de¬
sire to see more action from the
bench in order to get a chance to
show his abilities. This opportunity
to display his roundball gifts has been
all he asked for from the time he
played for Lisbon Central High to
the present.

Boston Celtic rookie Rick Carlisle shoots a jumper during practice at
the Garden. Photo courtesy of the Lewiston Sun-Journal.

Womens Sports Have Come a Long Way
A few weeks ago I wrote an article
on what the mens coaches had done
in their undergrad days . . . now its
the womens coaches turn. Rather
then sticking out for what they ac¬
complished like the mens coaches
did, many of the womens coaches
stick out .for what they weren’t al¬
lowed to accomplish. In the past ten
years women’s sports have come a
long way.
Donna Tumbaugh, Bates’ vol¬
leyball and basketball coach, played
basketball for four years in high
school and never scored a point.
Why? Because back then womens’
basketball had six players—two sta¬
tionary guards, two stationary for¬
wards, and two rovers. Only the rov¬
ers were allowed to play both offense
and defense. Tumbaugh didn’t even
learn how to dribble until her
freshman year in college. When Was
this you might ask, the ice age? No,
this was how womens basketball was
played just 15 years ago.
The same type of primitive system
affected Bates soccer coach, Diane
Boettcher. Boettcher, UVM, ’79,
saw her first womens soccer game
ever when as a freshman she was the
starting rightwing in that game. That
was the first year for soccer at UVM.

Boettcher also played varsity
softball, basketball, and volleyball as
a freshman. She was able to play
both volleyball and soccer in the fall
because one sport practiced from 4-6
and the othe from 6-8.
For an athletically minded woman
in the 1960’s and 1970’s it was very
easy to play virtually any sport one

Sports, Etc.
John Cullen
wanted. There was little of the strict
specialization in a specific sport like
is seen today. Bates’ tennis and lac¬
rosse coach, Pat Smith, was a basket¬
ball and softball player while in high
school. Once in college the basket¬
ball coach who was also the lacrosse
coach “forced” her to give lacrosse
a try despite never having played be¬
fore. No problems with that! Smith
made all the Virginia team all four
years she was at the University of
Richmond. Smith, like Boettcher,
played two varsity sports at once
while in college, lettering in five dif¬
ferent sports over four years. Lac¬
rosse, the sport she now coaches,
didn’t even appear in Maine until
1970.

Sherry Deschaine, field hockey
coach at Bates, went to both high
school and college in Maine. She
played basketball all four years in
high school as it was the only varsity
sport in the school. If that wasn’t bad
enough when she moved on to col¬
lege at UMaine/Presque Isle, they
had a grand total of zero varsity
sports there. Eventually, in her
senior year, UMPI got volleyball on
the varsity level. When Deschaine
arrived at Bates in 1968 she coached
field hockey, a game she had only
played on the intramural level.
Carolyn Court, cross country and
track coach, faced similar frustra¬
tions in her sport, running, as the
other Bates coaches did. There was
no women cross country or track
teams in high school and so Court
had to run individually. A whole sea¬
son would consist of one invitational
meet and then a regional one—that
was it. Despite this, Court did
achieve a lot of success running. As
a junior she set the Conecticut state
record in the quarter mile (59.5) and
as a senior she set the half mile record
(2:18).
Later, while at Southern Connec¬
ticut State College, she set records
in the 200, 400, 800, and mile. As

a sophomore she finished sixth in the
outdoor nationals for the half mile.
That place would be good enough
for All-American today but in those
days they didn’t have any All-Amer¬
ican awards for womens’ track and
field.
By the way the first three finishers
in the race were Francie Larreau,
Julie Brown, and Wendy Koenig—

all recent Olympians. Not bad com¬
pany.
All these accomplishments came
despite the fact that there wasn’t a
womens’ cross country or indoor
track teams at SCSC. It is clear that
womens’ sports were in their begin¬
ning stages just a few years ago, as
shown by our own Bates coaches
struggles.

Fencing Club Victorious
The Bates Fencing Club was vic¬
torious in their second match of the
year and last Saturday in the
A.F.E.B. The contest featured the
Bobcats against the University of
Maine at Augusta and lasted in ex¬
cess of four hours.
Advancing to the final round were
U.M.A. representatives Dan Courvette and Diane Stevenson. The Au¬
gusta due faced junior Bill Walsh and
freshman Fred Hacker in the final
round. The foursome tied for the first
position with personal records of
three wins and two loses.
The deadlock was broken through
a complicated tie-breaking procedure
and Walsh emerged as the winner.
Hacker placed second.

The meet was scored with electri¬
cal equipment which recorded the
number of touches. (A touch is
scored only with the tip of the foil
in fencing.)
The next match pits Bates against
the University of Maine at Orono to¬
morrow in an away contest.
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Harrison Looks Toward ’85 with Optimism
by Joe King
Sports Editor
Bates football concluded the 1984
campaign with a final record of 3-4-1
ending the season with a frustrating
14-14 tie against the Tufts Jumbos.
The failure of Bates to capitalize on
the seven turnovers of Tufts (5 inter¬
ceptions, 2 fumbles) was the key fac¬
tor in the game according to coach
Web Harrison.
“We weren’t very pleased with
the way we finished this season” ac¬
cording to Harrison. ‘ ‘When we were
3-3 it looked like we would have

finished the season at 5-3 which
would have been a good year.”
Bates committed 5 turnovers in the
Tufts game but otherwise dominated
the contest. Quarterback Ron Garri¬
son ’86 threw for 230 yards including
105 yards on seven receptions to
sophomore tight end Matt Madden.
The Bobcats had more than 100 yards
total offense than Tufts. Junior tail¬
back John Boyle ran for 104 yards
on the day as he set the new single¬
season rushing mark in the process
surpassing Tom Carr ’68.

Boyle finished the season with 857
yards while averaging 107 yards per
game. He finished 9th among Divi¬
sion 3 rushers nationwide in average
rushing yardage per game.
“John Boyle had an outstanding
year with a young offensive line
which improved throughout the year.
He is a great threat with the ball,”
Harrison said.
Harrison noted that the last two
games could have been won by the
Bobcats. “In the Bowdoin game, we
played poor defense. In the Tufts
game we executed poorly on of¬
fense,” Harrison noted.
The Bobcat mentor remains op¬
timistic concerning the 1985 fall sea¬
son. He stated, “We have a large
number of offensive players return¬
ing. Team members felt they didn’t
finish up the way they should have
finished up. I am hoping the excite¬
ment and confidence will last until
next fall.”
FINAL STATS—Bates averaged
341.8 yards todal offense per
game . . . Ron Garrison threw for
1506
yards
including
6
TDs . . . Cliff Hicks was the leading
receiver with 36 catches for 634
yards . . . Pete Mrowka snared 25
passes for 300 yards . . . Bates aver¬
aged
4.7
yards
per
play . . . Freshman Chris Hickey
averaged
4.8
yards
per
carry . . . Dan Perry led the team in
interceptions with 5 . . . John Boyle
scored 9 TDs on the year . . . Kicker
Rob Little was second on the team
in scoring with 31 points . . .
Quarterback Ron Garrison earlier this season. Photo by Tillman.

What’s Wrong with
AMERICAN Players?
A Bates rusher attacks the Tufts line during the last game of the season,
in which the Bobcats tied Tufts 14-14. Photo by Tillman.

Womens Soccer Caps
Season in Proud Form
by Michael Meehan
game, which she played in on
Senior Reporter
November 25. Seniors from Division
The women’s soccer team con¬
1,2, and 3 New England schools are
cluded its 1984 campaign with the
picked to play in the annual Eastwinningest record in the history' of West match.
the sport at Bates, 8-5-1.
Sophomore Laurie Pinchbeck,
The season was full of surprises, joined Austen on the All New Eng¬
highs, and a few lows. The Bobcats
land team. The standout striker is
fared well against CBB rival Colby currently the career scoring leader for
with a win and a tie, as well as sur¬ Bates with 14 goals: Pinchbeck had
prising NIAC champion Bowdoin in a pair of hat-trick games this season.
squeaker on the last game of the sea¬
Halfback Nadia White was hon¬
son, in which the Polar Bears es¬ ored for her efforts by being selected
caped with a 1-0 win. For the sake to the second team All-New Eng¬
of six inches the contest could have land. The sophomore sensation was
easily been a deadlock at one.
a vital link in both the attack and the
The Bobcats were ranked all sea¬ defense.
son long in the Division 2 and 3 polls
Graduation will deeply hurt the
in New England, but were nudged heart of the Garnet defense. Co-capout of the top ten in the last week of tains Jeanmarie Hester, a sweeper,
the season by a pair of Division 2 and Leanne Belmont, a fullback,
squads, who had received post sea¬ along with Austen provided excellent
son tourney bids. Bates is an emerg¬ leadership, as well as being the
ing power in Division 3 women’s mainstays on defense. Seniors for¬
soccer in New England.
ward Moura Nyhan and defender
Although the team did not receive Camile McKavle will be missed.
Freshman goalie Brenda Gostaany post season honors, several Bob¬
cats were recognized for their out¬ nian, two shut outs and a 1.5 goals
standing play. At the top of the list against average will be returning,
is senior co-captain Karla Austen. At along with experienced fullback De¬
the center fullback position, Austen nise Barton, a junior, for the defense.
was named to the All New England Seven returning starters and a young
team for her stellar performance in high powered offense, leaves head
the Bobcat defense. Austen also was coach Diane Boettcher smiling about
chosen for the selective Senior Bowl next fall.

During my junior year in high
school, one of our chief basketball
rivals (a private Catholic high school
in Portland that will remain name¬
less) suddenly found itself blessed
with a 6’9” center from somewhere
in New Jersey. “Is that up near Ban¬
gor?” my coach inquired. Sorry
coach. Can you say “recruiting?”
Well, you can believe that high
school recruiting is a very sore sub¬
ject in these parts, and well it should
be. We might have won a couple of
State Championships if not for that
large imported fella. But any¬
way . . . bitterness
aside,
this
touching story is only remotely con¬
nected with my point. Ever since this
incident, I’ve had tremendous re¬
spect for colleges that tend to recruit
players from their own general area.
Now, I realize that not every col¬
lege can do this and remain competi¬
tive. Not every city is as blessed as
Washington, D.C. or Memphis,
Tennessee. One would suspect that
if UMO ever wanted a serious bas¬
ketball program, they would proba¬
bly have to recruit a bit more strenu¬
ously outside of New England.
What bothers me now is some¬
thing that I’ll call the “Akeem Olajuwon Syndrome, ” or the growing ten¬
dency for major colleges to recruit
outside of the old United States of
Athletics. Some folks are quick to
point out the horror that intelligent
students may already be losing schol¬
arships to great American jocks who
have difficulty comprehending the
Monarch notes to Dick and Jane.
Now the jocks aren’t even Amer¬
icans. “Give us your tired, your
poor, your seven foot centers!”_

West Germany ... “Is that near
New Jersey?” No, sorry coach.
Coach Lou Henson of the University
of Illinois (rated as high as #2 in the
pre-season polls) certainly knows a
bit about the location of West Ger¬
many, enough to land him a couple
of seven footers by the names of Jens
Kujawa and Olaf Blab. Though we
may not hear much from these two
guys for a while, there is another
Blab who has become somewhat of

On the Mark
Mark Harvie
a household name. Yes, OlaFs 7’2”
redheaded brother who answers to
Uwe (pronounced Oooo-vay). Last
season, while playing for Bob (call
me Bobby and I’ll kill ya) Knight
and the Indiana Hoosiers, Blab was
one of the more dominant players in
the Big Ten. This year, Indiana has
added a back-up center named Mag¬
nus Pelkowski, from Bogata, Col¬
umbia (Is that near Poland?). All this
from the man who coached the 1984
Olympic Basketball team. Oooovay!!
Georgia Tech and St. Johns join
our list of teams with foreign-bom
centers. Yvon Joseph, 6’11”, out of
Haiti, anchors the Yellow Jacket
front court, while Canadian Bill
Wennington fills the post for the St.
John’s Redmen. Well, at least Wen¬
nington comes from North America.
Have I neglected the Middle East?
Syracuse coach, Jim Boeheim,
hasn’t neglected it. Enter Rony Seikaly, bom in Lebanon and schooled
in Greece. A bit short by “foreign

center” standards, Rony stands at a
mere 6’ 10’’ and weighs 230 pounds.
Well, I guess you take what you can
get.
LSU coach, Dale Brown, was
forced to settle for a 7’1” nineteen
year old member of the Yugoslav
army.
His
name . . . Zoran
Jovanovich . . . good luck Brent
Musberger. LSU also boasts 6’9”
forward Jose Vargas of the Domini¬
can
Republic
and Neboisha
Bukumirovich, from “somewhere in
New Jersey” . . . sure coach.
If all of this isn’t enough for you,
some would argue that the best allaround college player in the nation
is Washington’s 6’9” forward,
center, guard, Detlef Schrempf, of,
you guessed it, Leverkusen, West
Germany. Somehow, the term “AllAmerican” loses something in the
translation. “Um, Hello, Mr. and
Mrs. Schrempf . . . Yes, your son
has just been named Uberall
Amerikanische . . . sure, I’ll bring
the weiner schnitzel.”
To secure the “American” in all
of us, there will always be All-Amer¬
icans with names like Chris Mullin,
Keith Lee, and Patrick Ewing. Even
so, we must now endure the fear of
waking some morning and finding a
Blab or a Schrempf on our Wheaties
box.

First in Sports
The Bates Student
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You Heard it Here First
Sports journalists often parallel
NCAA basketball to science; just
evaluate some data-poof-instant Top
20 teams. Once again the experts at¬
tempted to 'predict the nations top
basketball teams. I believe that is im¬
possible; or shou dl say unrealistic.
However, it is m> turn to be foolish,
but do not be quick to criticize, be¬
cause you heard it here first.
The year the road to the esteemed
final four will be paved with upsets,
controversy, and unequaled excite¬
ment generated by college campuses.
The season premiere of the 84-85
campaign is upon us now. So basket¬
ball junkies , fanatic fans, or just your
average citizen beware; this year
promises to present some of the best
entertainment in NCAA history.
The feature attraction in 85 will
be “Hoya Paranoia.” This team is
rated triple-A for Awesome. Pat
Ewing is the star attraction: This
seven foot defensive demon is consi¬
dered the best collegiate prospect in
history.
Co-starring with Ewing will be
Michael “Godzilla” Ghram; a 6’9”
sophomore who teamed with Ewing
will discourage anyone from pene¬
trating to the hoop. The supporting
cast is equally impressive. Producer
and director John Thompson will
have his starting five back, plus four
returning lettermen who saw at least
seven minutes of action a game.
Michael Jackson, Dave Wingate,
Reggie Williams and Horace

STRIKE IT RICH
SNORADA
RECREATION
CENTER
525 Lake St. Auburn, ME 04210
(207) 782-6602
SNORADA is looking for a person willing
to work flexible hours helping us at out
local ski touring center, Tuesday even¬
ings and weekends. For more information
call 782-6602 after 6 pm.

A NEW BREED
OF
ELEPHANT®
L k 0E, P H A

XSub‘Ts7oTo~~z
D°U8l( Of SIT y
n

Elephant®
Premium
A full line of the highest
quality 5//'disks, superbly
packaged in a slipcased
plastic box with built-in fil¬
ing system. Guaranteed for
a lifetime of exacting use.

Broddnax are the most versatile
backcourt in the country. Thompson
plays straight man to man defense,
shuffling in players at random. For
offense, any guard can bury it from
twenty feet, Ewing and power for¬
ward 6’10” Bill Martin will supply
the firewords underneath. Buy your
tickets to this show early, because
there is no doubt, Hoya Paranoia will
be the number one attraction this
year.
The number two spot belongs to
one of sports most controversial fi¬
gures, Bobby Knight. Whether you
love him or hate him is not important.
He produces winners, and that’s
what Indiana will be. Knight started
the youngest team in the tournament
last year, four freshmen and a junior.
All back this year, plus an incredible
freshman, equals a Big Ten title, and
a trip to the National Championship.
6 ’2 sophomore guard Steve Alford
will provide the leadership and offense for Knight. Alford averaged 16
points last year, and was the nations
top freethrow shooter. Freshman De¬
lray Brooks, the only high schooler
invited to the Olympic tryouts, is
being labled as another Isiah
Thomas. Finally Uwe Blab, a 7’2
senior coupled with 6’8 junior Mike
Giomi will supply muscle under¬
neath.
In addition Knight has an impres¬
sive bench that he will not hesitate
to use in pressure situations. Easily
a twenty game winner, the Hoosiers,

under the guidance of Knight will be
poised and disciplined. They will
provide opponents with numerous
problems; do not be surprised if this
Red Machine becomes National
Champions.
Fans in Norman, Oklahoma no
longer claim football as their favorite
sport. Tisdale and Company have the
campus chanting Boomer Sooner in
record numbers on the hardwood, in¬
stead of the gridiron. Indeed, Coach

Time Out!
Mark Desjardins
Billy Tubbs, and the Soonbers have
a lot of optimism about their assault
on the title. Not only will they domi¬
nate the Big Eight, but they will
explode into the final four confident
of a national crown. Two time 6’9
junior All-American, Wayman Tis¬
dale, is partially responsible for the
Big Reds success. Tisdale is a scor¬
ing machine averaging 27 points in
the last two seasons. Opponents be¬
ware, when last years Big Eight newcomer-of-the-year 6’3 Tim McCalis¬
ter feeds Tisdale underneath, not
even the Russians can stop his assault
for two. 6’7” 238 pound Dave
Johnson will avert attention from
Tisdale.
Johnson, a Charles Barkley look
alike, is chairman of the boards; his
size and strength coupled with his

agility will provide all the rebounds
Oklahoma desires. 6’5 forward Dar¬
ryl Kennedy and 6’2 junior Shawn
Clark will round out the starting five.
Kennedy is a skywalker, while Clark
can single handedly defeat a zone
defense with his outside shooting.
Tubbs has had three consecutive
twenty game winning seasons, and
with Wayman-all universe-Tisdale in
good form, it will be another banner
year for the Sooners. Unless some¬
one devises a plan to stop Tisdale
and Company, the Sooners could win
the championship, sooner than Barry
Switzer, or Norman expected.
SMU fans are kicking up their
heels over the roundball version of
the pony express. Coach Dave Bliss
and his express have created new
meaning for Mustang Mania. Bliss
will enjoy having his five starters
back on the court; a five that almost
upset Georgetown in last year’s tour¬
nament. Up front is 7’0 center Joe
Koncak who is willing to trade el¬
bows with anyone, including Ewing.
Last year Koncak frustrated Ewing,
and Thompson was forced to bench
him. Offensively his soft eight foot
turn around is deadly and he will
shatter backboards with gorilla
dunks.
All-American Koncak’s will be
surrounded by excellent talent. 6’5
junior Carl Wright is a leaper with
good shooting range. Teammate 6’7
senior Larry Davis will take away
the double teams of Koncak with his

superior inside moves. Their backcourt is quick and defensively
oriented. 5’10 point guard Butch
Moore is a hustler and an excellent
passer. Blaiss also had an excellent
recruiting campaign. He signed four
blue-chip players from the Texas
Prep ranks, and will use them in his
gameplan this year.
The Mustangs might get off to a
slow start, but they will win the SWC
championship and get an NCAA bid.
From there the Ponies will march into
the final four, winning by slim mar¬
gins. According to Bliss and Mus¬
tang fans it will take a lot more than
the cavalry to derail this pony ex¬
press.
Now put yourself four months into
the future; you just brought our your
favorite snacks, and a six pack of
beer is by your feet. You move the
rocking chair closer to the T.V. and
press your remote control. The pic¬
ture becomes focused, and the words
NCAA Final Four appear on your
screen. Since you thought Desjardins
was an idiot for predicting the teams,
you saved your copy of the Student.
Billy Packer interrupts your thoughts
by announcing Georgetown, In¬
diana, Oklahoma and SMU will
create interesting match-ups. You
flip to the sports page—Time Out—;
Hey, don’t take the credit. Re¬
member, you heard it here first!
Mark Desjardins is a Student
Sports columnist.

AI Speaks Out Against Torture
by Jonathan Kravetz
cause of their beliefs, color, sex,
Student Correspondent
ethnic origin, language or religion
On Thursday, December 5, Am¬ provided they have neither used nor
nesty International held a forum on advocated violence), for fair trials for
human rights in Chase Lounge as part political prisoners, and for an end to
of Stop Torture Week. The focus of torture and the death penalty.”
the discussion was to try to promote
Although in 1975 the United Na¬
interest in stopping torture through¬ tions adopted the Declaration
out the world.
Against Torture, torture is still occur¬
Amnesty International defines it¬ ring today in one-third of the govern¬
self as a “worldwide movement of ments of the world.
people working for the release of
Torture is any severe physical or
prisoners of conscious, (men women
mental pain inflicted by a govern¬
and children detained anywhere bement official to gain political infor¬
mation or to punish the victim. Ac¬
cording to Amnesty International
victims are “made to feel that the
interrogator controls everything,
even life itself. Prisoners have been
Blake St.
degraded with insults, sexual threats
Lewiffoa
or assaults, the forcible eating of
excrement, or humiliation of their
782-8951 families. Methods also include harsh
HOT BOILED
beatings, electric shock, mock
Single Lobster — Fried Clams
executions, and burning the flesh
Twin Lobsters
_ Scallops
with cigarettes.”
(Whll* they lost)— Fish & Chips
A torture victim may be any per¬
Steamed Clams
son of any age, profession, or class
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
who is suspected of some crime, usu¬
$1.00 Off any meal with Bates I.D.
ally against the government. Often
it serves to intimidate victims and
FULL TAKE OUT MENU
others from further political activity.
The individuals who are responsi¬
ble for the torturing are invariably

LOBSTERLAND
RESTAURANT

I 212 Center St.
Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-5 pm
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A Wide Variety of yams By
Bartlett
Nevada

[AUBURN MALL
TWIN CINEMA
M1XT TO PORTEOUS

2010

786-0109

4:00
Wifely

Berrocco
Brunswick

Scheepjeswol
Tahki

6:45;
1:50

Candide

Unger

“YOUR EFFORTS
SERVE OUR
QUALITY”
Bates Students—10% Discount

LEWISTON

TWIN CINEMA
784-3033

PROMENADE MALL

1:15;

Reynolds

Plus a wide selection of knitting, needlewori
md cross-stitch supplies

In most branches of Amnesty In¬
ternational a particular prisoner or
group of prisoners is “adopted” and
the members of the group continually
write letters to government officials
in regards to their adopted prisoner.
Because no member at Bates stays
longer than four years, a problem can
arise with long involvement. For this
reason the Bates division of Amnesty
International takes part in the Urgent
Action Network where members of
this network are periodically called

l-Sat &
Sun_

Bemat

QHE YEAR WE MAKE CONTACT

government officials. Special milit¬
ary units or prison employees are
trained to specialize in the brutaliza¬
tion and torture of prisoners.
Although some progress has been
made towards stopping torture
through international and domestic
pressures, most of Amnesty Interna¬
tional’s work is done by volunteers.
Throughout the world there are about
five-hundred thousand members of
Amnesty International and in the
United States there are about thirteen
thousand people who volunteer their
time for the organization’s cause.

r ihofs funny, ihay both

GMlflOBH

*5upevm
Wifely1
7:00;9:30
1:30 Sun 4:15

CS3-

.

upon to send letters and telegrams to
victims in extreme danger.
Speaking as an Amnesty Interna¬
tional spokesperson, Jeffrey Miller
’86 said, “Letter writing on behalf
of torture victims is an effective way
to stop torture because the govern¬
ment officials in the Philippines, for
example, or a psychiataric hospital
administrator in the USSR, will
realize that the world is watching. ’ ’
On December 10, Amnesty Inter¬
national is sponsoring a Human,
Rights Day in which members will
write a letter on behalf of three
women torture victims: “Raquel
Candido e Silva, Brazil; Anna Chert¬
kova, forcibly detained in a psychiat¬
ric hospital in the USSR since 1973,
and Hilda Narcisco who was tortured
and sexually abused in the Philip¬
pines.”
Tonight, Friday, at 6:30 in Chase
Lounge Reverand Torres, a former
prisoner of conscious and torture vic¬
tim, will speak on helping to stop
torture and on improving human
rights. His main focus will be on
Chile.

N0RTHW00D
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and the
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The winners of the Mirror's fall photo contest: Jay Tillman (above), in the “open black and white” category;
Robin Waterman (upper right), in the “open color” category; and Bill Burleigh (lower right), in the “Fall at
Bates” category.

Student Poetry Reading Shows Range of Talent

Night

by Carolyn Ryan
Staff Reporter
Wednesday night in Hirasawa
Lounge, a handful of Bates students
gathered to share some of their own
poetry and songs. The reading was
sponsored by the Garnet. Shannon
Banks, an editor of the Garnet, led
the informal presentation of poems.

There’s nothing like the loneliness
you feel
When the tender hours creep toward
Untitled
dawn
And your soulmate sleeps silent be¬ The sea heaved up this shell
side you,
till it sat beside me.
Lost to the angels of life-in-death.
My brain would tease me
to say it was a picture, there Inside the husk of the human body,
alone
We are all alone somehow; deeply, it’s surface broken.
Soundly solo—no matter the com¬
radeship
My eyes will not leave it.
That blossoms by daylight hours.
It coaxes a romance I am not
willing
Th( uman animal explores itself at to give.
night.
It is only a shell
Darkened tunnels of brain tissue are
tossed here by the swell.
illuminated:
Twisting and convoluted gray matter
TS:. no medicine man has yet un¬
twined.
If you want to know yourself,
Lie awake in the exposing darkness,
And hine solitude’s beam unto thy
heart.
—Julia M. Wiellette

The poems ranged in subject matter
from nuclear war to premature birth;
some contained a lot of natural imag¬
ery, others were more straight-for¬
ward and light-such as Julia Wiellette’s “The Lord is My Thesis Ad¬
visor.” Below is a small sampling
of students’ works:

Deadline for submissions to the Gar¬
net will be approximately one week
after Christmas vacation. Any paint¬
ings, photography (black and white
reproduces best), prose, or poetry is
welcome. The Garnet meets weekly
in Page Lounge (2nd floor) on Wed¬
nesdays at 10 pm.

This steel whale slices
the wave, the water
sounds
descendThis wail of ruptured steel and rend¬
ing iron
swallows the silenceMan joins the chorus
composed it, now plays it
(not on cat-gut) on human entrails
that scream the high notes
in some hideous harmonyJonah’s in the belly of an iron whale
Why can we not see our way out?
Why borrow wings if only bullets
fly?
Why send the Trojan horse out to
sea?

I am an idiot to watch
as if to see it move
the force that left it there
has abandoned it: theshell
which demands attention
and merits none.
reflections
of shards and specks
are abundant in this sand
and gleems show
that shells are
transient
when immersed in sea
and blown by wind.

Das Boot
A Question About Why Man Steals
From Nature The Architecture
For Death

and will the idiot remain
until his flesh turns red
to catch reflections of the
sun
He moves on feet
and breaks the spells
of such encounters.
Touch
is wasted
and the shell is left
to
erode.
-Mark Koyama

Leave the water to the whales
the sky to the sparrow
the hills to the horses
there is no room for
iron winged

He only rusts-Jamie S. Farquhar
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Lisa Tuttle Looks at Reality and Acting with Equal Devotion
by Carolyn Ryan

Staff Reporter
It was on a cold and discouraging
Nov. 6 that I dragged theatre major
Lisa Tuttle to the Blue Goose Tavern
for an exclusive Bates Student inter¬
view. We grabbed a booth near the
bar in order to hear Dan Rather bring
us the results of what he called “The
Revenge of the White Male.” Lisa
termed it “the flourishing of patriar¬
chy.”
It was difficult not to be distracted
on this night of nights, watching our
country’s states turning red on
Rather’s electoral map, but we tried
to focus our conversation on theater,
specifically Lisa’s experiences in
theatre. Lisa Tuttle is considered by
many to be among the best actresses
Bates has to offer. She has acted in
over 10 plays, and has done numer¬
ous small scenes and skits.
Lisa began with a little history of
her life in the theatre before she came
to Bates, which included such parts
as Snoopy, a lost child in Peter Pan,
the main in The Open Window, and
the old man in the Fantastiks. This
began a long string of “really un¬
usual parts. ’ ’ Her senior year in high
school, she played the role of a young
girl imprisoned in a Nazi Concentra¬
tion Camp in Flowers From Lidia.
It was a powerful play (one of the
girls is raped by the Commandant’s
son and ends up murdering him). The
play went to the Drama Festival
where it won the Regionals and the
States.

Lisa wasn’t convinced that acting
was her thing at the time she entered
Bates, but she admits to always hav¬
ing an attraction to the stage. (“I’ve
always had that arrogant streak in
me.”) Her attraction to theatre
comes partly because of the inherent
immediate gratification involved,

know anything about you. It was
tougher in a way, frightening. You
had to present yourself to him be¬
cause he had never seen any theatre
you’d done before.” But the experi¬
ence of working with a professional
director was very helpful, Lisa
explained. “Charles brought to the

brought us to another reason Lisa en¬
joyed acting. “Part of acting is play¬
ing—it’s making fun of somebody,
and getting other people to laugh at
that person. It’s not done in a mali¬
cious way. I mean, how malicious
can you get if your physical body is
embodying someone you’re making

“the applause, the laughter. There’s
also a certain rhythm to each play
and you have to make that rhythm
work, you have to incorporate the
energy of the audience into the natu¬
ral flow of the play.”
Lisa just completed The Rivals, a
play by Richard Brinsley Sheridan,
which was directed by visiting direc¬
tor Charles Howard. “I loved work¬
ing with him,” Lisa said. “He
wasn’t a professor, and he didn’t

surface a lot of things I had been
learning but not understanding. I
think that everybody that worked
with him really enjoyed it.”
Lisa played Mrs. Malaprop, a
comic, sometimes ridiculous charac¬
ter named for her habit of spewing
long strings of malapropisms. “Mrs.
Malaprop was not what I would want
to express as the ideal woman. But
in a way the play in itself was ridicul¬
ing that stereotype,” Lisa said. This

fun of?”
“For what other reasons do you
act?” I asked her. (I should note that
by this point in the conversation we
were both nearing that state my
mother describes as “three sheets to
the wind”, having been at the bar
since it opened, and having progres¬
sed
about
mid-way
through
America’s “resounding yes to
Reagan”. If our dialogue seems to
digress as it goes on, blame it on the

effects of the Blue Goose brew and
not a lack of intent by interviewer
and interviewee.
Back to her reasons for acting. “I
can’t say that it allows my inner spirit
to run free”, she said, with just a
touch of sarcasm. “Doing theatre is
a tremendous outlet for me, it’s put¬
ting energy into something I enjoy. ’ ’
Lisa has mixed feelings about
studying at Bates. She has been very
satisfied with the Bates Theatre De¬
partment, and says the professors
“have been fantastic, it’s like having
information I can continually tap
into. I don’t feel like I can reach the
point where I’m beyond what they
can teach me.”
At the same time she feels a wee
bit limited by operating in what she
calls “this sphere of bias.”
“Audiences that come to Bates
productions consist of parents, stu¬
dents, and professors. There are not
a lot of outsiders. It would be con¬
structive if I could receive feedback
from an audience that had never been
exposed to me.”
Lisa thinks at a bigger school, she
might have been weeded out sooner.
“Not a lot of people do theatre here,
and some of the people that do don’t
have the experience that I have.”
Sometimes she wonders if she’s de¬
veloping the drive that she needs.
“It’s frightening, I ask myself—am
I being pushed enough?”
It’s a trade-off of sorts, however,
because at a bigger school Lisa
would never have gained as much
Continued on Page 16

Exhibit By Joel Babb to Run The Commercialization
of Christmas
Through December 14
truly the most introspective contribu¬
tions to landscape painting.
Babb is currently in charge of or¬
ganized workshops part of the Public
Education Department of the Boston
Museum. The workshops offer de¬
monstrations in painting, camera
obscura, and 19th Century color
theory and impressionism. Babb is
also part of the Harvard University
Extension as a painting instructor.
He received his B.A. in Art History
from Princeton in 1969 and his
M.F.A. from Boston Museum/Tufts
University in 1972. His works have
been exhibited throughout the greater
Boston area.
by Barbara Ginley
Student Correspondent
The Treat Gallery’s last show for
this semester is a collection of land¬
scapes done by Joel Babb. The show
coordinated by curator Kathym Har¬
grove opened early in November and
will run through December 14th. The
collection is a combination of both
urban scenes and natural landscapes,
the majority of which are oils with
a handful of watercolors.
Most of the works have been pro¬
duced during the last five years.
Probably his most innovative works
of this show are results of Babb’s
participation on an MBTA project in
1983 for the South Boston, Broad¬
way Station. These inclusive works,
three in total, entitled “Studies for
Subway Platform Ceiling”, offer an
unique representation of South Bos¬
ton. These proposed studies were to
hang from the ceiling of the gallery,
looking down at the observer al¬
though they were done from an ariel
view. Babb’s unconventional ap¬

proach to the city space offers a dual
perspective to the ariel view, depend¬
ing from where the observer is
situated he or she will either see two
separate views or a cross-section of
both. Out of all the works these are

The remainder of Babb’s works
presented in the Treat Gallery exhib¬
ition are just as enjoyable. Babb’s
works can be viewed Tuesdays
through Saturdays from 1:00-4:00.

It was the day before Thanksgiv¬
ing. I went to the local florist to buy
my mother some pretty holiday flow¬
ers. I stood with my nose pressed
against the glass refrigerated doors
where the flowers are kept cool and
fresh. Well, I can honestly say that
I was very displeased with what I
saw. Where were the many baskets
of earthy-colored Thanksgiving
flowers? Well, I will tell you. They
were in the back of this refrigerator
hidden behind all the Christmas
bouquets and arrangements.
This is just one example of how
our society has commercialized
Christmas to a nauseating extent.
The synthetic Santas smiling sickly
at me in store windows before
Thanksgiving has even had time to
come and go, dulls my spirits and
makes me feel like Scrooge’s cousin.
Christmas is a grand holiday. We
are celebrating the birth of Jesus, we
are supposed to be nicer to each other
and show wonderful cheer (not that
we shouldn’t the other 364 days of
the year), and we show our love for
our friends and relatives by exchang¬
ing gifts. This is all very nice, but
why must we be showered, actually
more like monsooned by huge
wreaths on store walls, gaunt Santas
making you feel guilty in the street
if you don’t drop a dollar into their
pewter pot, street lights shedding lit¬
tle light because they are so embel¬
lished with plastic greenery and mis¬
tletoe, and the lights . . . good grief,
all those lights?
If people want to put a huge glow¬
ing plastic Santa in his sleigh on their
roof, that is their business. If people
want to put a string of plastic reindeer
pulling a fat smiling man who
doesn’t even resemble the real St.

Nicholas on their lawns that is their
business. But why do people feel this
driving need to do these things
months before the actual holiday?
This is beyond me.
It seems as if people have forgot¬
ten the true meaning of holidays in
that they can not even enjoy the one
they are having without looking
ahead to the next. After all which is
the biggest shopping day of the year?
Yes, that’s right, the day after
Thanksgiving. Why can’t people
relax for a day, at least, and revel
for just a moment in the joys of the
holiday they have just had. But, oh
no, you can’t even walk down to the
comer store on the day after
Thanksgiving, as you will be tram¬
pled by throngs of aggressive buyers
swarm into the streets and stores like
a herd of wild animals._

Victoria Tilney
And what about commercials?
Stores tell you that you had better
get that electric swivel head razor set
with the matching case for pubertystruck brother Johnny, or that Apple
II for precocious little five year old
Susie-Q ... We wouldn’t want her
to get behind in her computer studies,
oh, and don’t forget the new microwave oven that fits into a two inch
space and talks to you for Mommy.
Suggestions from these advertise¬
ments would suffice, but why should
we hear thirty-three times that Zayre
is having a Christmas marathon sale
and that the store won’t be shutting
for 489 hours until the minute before
Christmas. Come now.
Then there are the Christmas spec¬
ials. These are fun, I must admist,
but to an extent. I can live with, acContinued on Page 16
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U2 Becomes Adventurous with “The Unforgettable Fire”
by Karen Elias
Student columnist
With their fourth studio album,
The Unforgettable Fire, U2 has
done the unexpected and achieved
something rare and strange. The first
three records, produced by Steve Lillywhite, emphasized guitars, some¬
times excessively. With Brian Eno
as producer, U2 has developed a dif¬
ferent aspect of their talents. The re¬
sults are surprising, and on the
whole, quite admirable.
The single “Pride” (In the Name
of Love) is most like the previous
albums, with its brilliant combina¬
tion of Dave Evans’ guitar and
Bono’s voice. But the “additional
vocals, instruments, and treatments”
are, according to the liner notes, the
work of Eno and his partner Keith
Lanois. Eno, best known by his work
with Rosy Music and Talking
Heads, is famous for a synthesized,
atmospheric sound. Initially, Eno’s
style seems at odds with U2’s em¬
phasis on guitars.
On the last LP War, the forceful
guitars and percussion threatened to
overwhelm everything else, yet
many new fans were attracted to this
hard rock. On The Unforgettable
Fire, Eno is able to temper the excess
most successfully on “Wire,”
“Bad,” and ‘ ‘Indian Summer Sky. ’'

But, the dreamlike sound favored
by Eno drifts into delirium on
“Fourth of July,” “Promenade”
and “Elvis Presley and America.”
The lyrics become less directed, and
the power of the guitar chords is lost
amidst the synthesized music.
The relationship between Dave

Evan’s guitar and Bono’s voice is
demonstrated best on the first album
Boy, and in their live shows. The
effect is diminished on the new
album largely because of the addi¬
tional instruments. Bono’s voice is
very strong on The Unforgettable
Fire, particularly on the slow songs,

Record Reviews in Brief
by Karen Elias
Student Columnist
Here are a few brief reviews by
our London music correspondent,
Karen Elias. She will be featured reg¬
ularly in the coming issues of the
Student.
CHICAGO: “Hard Habit to
Break”—This, the eight-millionth
single from a prehistoric band, fea¬
tures an inane lyric, a schmaltzy ar¬
rangement and is an altogether ex¬
cruciating experience.
DAVID BOWIE: “Blue Jean”—
Not as good as “Let’s Dance,” and
not nearly good enough to justify the
excellent 20-minute video that goes
with it.
CULTURE CLUB: “The War
Song”—With nursery rhyme lyrics,
tinny music, and shrill backing voc¬
als, Culture Club has concocted a
song even more annoying than

“Karma Chameleon.” It sounds as
though it is being played at the wrong
speed.
WHAM: “Wake Me Up Befopre
You Go-Go”—A horribly slick
toothpaste advertisement disguised
as a revolting, grating, shallow piece
of formulaic pop excrement. Their
next single is called “Freedom” and
if such a thing can be imagined, it
is even worse.
HALL AND OATES: “Out of
Touch”—Though they have been
know n to make some fairly good
white-soul songs, be assured that
Hall and Oates have not done so here.
“Out of Touch” is overwrought and
out of hand.
DURAN DURAN: “The Wild
Boys’ ’—This band cannot sound like
U2 no matter what they do to Simon
Le Bon’s voice. Duran Duran would

Trite Space Consumers Harm Debut
of Frankie’s “Pleasuredome”
by Rob Myers
Student Correspondent
“The British are coming! The
British are coming!”
“The refugees of the U.K. Top
Ten have come to the new world,
once again, although they are hardly
seeking freedom of religion. Eng¬
land’s “New Beatles,” Frankie
Goes To Hollywood, have come in
search of the American Dream: an
unlimited yearly income.
. . .You can only drag so much
cash out of England, it’s so small,
but ahh look at America and -hey,
they’re just as gullible ... so, off
we go!
Arriving in New York in
November (just in time for
Thanksgiving), Frankie Goes To
Hollywood just recently made their
inevitable U.S. debut. Starring or
Saturday Night Live and selling out
Radio City Music Hall, Frankie
seems to have made a sizeable dent
in American record sales and radio
airplay already. This is no small feat,
for there have been many bands who
have hit the top in England and
crossed the Atlantic only to find cold
winters and savage natives. For bet¬
ter or worse Frankie Goes To Hol¬
lywood is going to be with us a
while.
They have recently released a dou¬
ble album, Welcome To The
Pleasuredome, their first full studio
album. It was preceded by the ex¬
tremely popular singles “Relax” and
“Two Tribes.” The fact the BBC

but it would be enriched without all served by the stock, direct rock of
the extra tracks.
Boy. This album is not one that
The Unforgettable Fire is laden newer fans will necessarily like,
with atmosphere, and often the mul¬ since it has avoided the occasional
tiple layers of sound seem to hide heavy handedness of War. The Un¬
the bands talent. U2’s ideas about forgettable Fire is not U2’s best re¬
hope, heroism, and the questioning cord, but it is surely their most ad¬
of the status quo have been better venturous.

DJ Mike Reed banned Relax” from
the BBC airwaves due to sexual lyr¬
ical content did miracles to their
album sales . “Relax” is now listed
as the fourth best selling U.K. album
sales. “Relax” is now listed as the
fourth best selling U.K. album of all
time. The two singles together have
sold over 10 million units. This is
very impressive when one realizes
that they are signed to an independent
record company.
But, album sales have never been
a good measure as far as quality is
concerned. So, one must overlook
Pleasuredome’s record 1.1 million
advances sales throne and admit that
it stinks.
Though Frankie has a hard image
to live up to, it could have come a
bit closer. For a double album the
musical content on Pleasuredome
would have a hard time filling one
album. It is filled with dozens of trite
space consumers, such as a small talk
on the nature of organisms. Not to
mention the fact that a quarter of the
album is dedicated to remixes of the
previous hits from “Two Tribes”
and “Relax.” The album also in¬
cludes three cover tunes, including
Springsteen’s . “Bom to Run,”
“Ferry Across the Mersey,” and
“San
Jose.”
All
in
all,
Pleasuredome has very little original
material.
There are, however, some stand¬
out tracks. The title track, though
long, is catchy (acoustic guitar on
this song is compliments of Steve

Hose). “Krisco Kisses” and “Born
on Run” have definite hit single po¬
tential. “Bom to Run” is a real
rocker, featuring a 90 mph bass line
and brass solo. As to whether it’s
better than Bruce’s, you decide. The
strongest song is “Wish The Lads
Were Here,” dancable, listenable,
this tune is one of the album’s strong
points.
The most outstanding feature of
Frankie’s sound is superheavy pro¬
duction. Compliments of producer
Trevor Horn all of Frankie’s songs
make the Chicago Philharmonic
!ook like a three man band Most of
tills sound is done using the Fairlight
CMI. For those of yor. who know
little about synthesizers, the Fairlight
CMI is a keyboard computer instru¬
ment that is capable of playing a song
using any sound. For example, you
could play “Jingle Bells” using dog
barking as the desired sound.
The only members who show any
talent and uniqueness are singer,
Holly Johnson whose vocals though
at times wimpy are the most distinc¬
tive entity in the band, and Mark
O’Toole who comes up with some
rather catchy bass lines. But, this
would not suffice on its own were it
not for the monstrous production.
One of the reasons producer Trevor
Horn signed the band was because
of their evident mediocrity. He
wanted to see if through the use of
production he could make an average
band into megastars. The result is
obvious.

be better off remaking “Girls on
Film” rather than “The Reflex,” as
they do with this unfortunate song.
PRINCE: “Purple Rain”—The title
song from the movie sound track is
a surprisingly emotional perfor¬
mance. For once, here is a song that
richly deserves its number one chart
position.
PAUL McCARTNEY: “ No More
Lonely Nights”—It is impossible to
respect this song while knowing that
this man was once a Beatle. “No
More Lonely Nights” can be charit¬
ably described as maudlin.

THE ALARM: “The Chant Has
Just Begun”—They are known for
their live performances rather than
for their records, and this single
probably won’t change things. Still,
“The Chant Has Just Begun” is bet¬
ter than so much of the top forty, it
deserves to be heard.
FRANKIE GOES TO HOL¬
LYWOOD: “The Tribes”—With
their sensational subject matter and
totally overblown production, Fran¬
kie’s first two singles have been per¬
fect combinations of style and sub¬
stance. “Two Tribes” exceeds its
predecessor “Relax” in that it is
frightening and a lot less funny.

U2 Transcends Standard
Corporate Rock Mentality
by John DiModica
Student Correspondent
In the realm of popular music
today there are few bands around
who can bring a crowd of som 12,000
to a higher state than the standard—
‘Met ’em dance, let ’em sing, let ’em
PAAARTY!!” U2-is one of very few
bands who transcends the standard
corporate rock group mentality.
They don’t bring a crowd en masse
through emotions such as sadness,
fear, anger, pride, and ultimately a
joyous celebration of idealism and
hope; they lead each individual by
hand through these feelings.
Touring in support of their pen¬
sive, yet superb, new album “The
Unforgettable Fire”, they were at the
Centrum in Worcester, MA. Sunday,
Dec. 2, for a show which broke all
New England records, in that it soldout in 35 minutes. After humbly
thanking the crowd and the Boston/
Worcester area for giving the band
their strongest base of support in the
states, Bono aptly introduced “A
Sort Of Homecoming” midway
through the band’s stirring, fiery set.
This song, along with six others from
the new album worked much better
live than anticipated.
A subtle sensitivity was shown on
renditions of “MLK” and “Bad”,
yet the intensity and urgency lent to
the other new songs—“Wire”, the
album’s title cut, and “Pride (In the
Name of Love)” were indicative of
more traditional U2 material.
“MLK” and “Pride” were each
written in honor of the late Martin
Luther King Jr., during the latter a
picture opf Dr. King was projected
onto the stage’s backdrop.
The rhythm section of Larry Mullin on drums and Adam Clayton,

whose charged bass vibrated through
your body, sounded as full as ever.
The Edge’s signature guitar work
was crisp, chiming, and bursting
with energy enough to power the
bands antiwar rants, he also did a
fine job handling the delicate
keyboards of “October” as well as
alternately playing guitar and piano
on “New Year’s Day.” Bono’s as¬
saulting, pleading lyrics of idealism
match his incredible vocal ability in
rising above the brutal realities, as
of war-tom Ireland on “Sunday
Bloody Sunday”. Christian ideals
pervade their lyrics and Bono sings
as a missionary with an urgency and
sincerity approached by no other
singer/lyricist in popular music. At
one time he quieted the band to sing
“Amazing Grace”, and at another
he thanked the audience for helping
to turn the feeling of the massive
arena into that of a living room. It
is his unassuming sincerity which
makes Bono such a charismatic, per¬
sonable figure. You truly feel as if
you are good friends sharing in
hopes, aspirations, and dreams with
him as he offers a sincere eulogy as
“MLK”, or honest self-disclosure“ October” or “A Sort of Homecom¬
ing”.
The band has never been afraid to
take chances, lyrically or musi¬
cally,—and has always challenged
themselves as well as their audience,
as seen with their new Eno-produced
album. Because of this, the greatest
gains are made for both themselves
and their audiences. After the final
encore “40”, in a show of great
band-audience solidarity, the audi¬
ence carried on the chorus long after
the band had left the stage. This fire
was truly Unforgettable.

Supergirl Rides the Cape of Superman
by Steven Shalit
Student Correspondent
Once upon a time, there were two
producers who had a string of suc¬
cessful movies about a man from
outer space who comes to Earth and
is endowed with superhuman pow¬
ers. But now that idea was becoming

worn, and the number of challengers
was lessening, so what could they
do? Why, make a film about a
woman from outer space who has the
same powers! And that’s exactly
what Alexander and Ilya Salkind did,
resulting in Supergirl.
Supergirl (Helen Slater), unlike

Superman, has no intention of stay¬
ing on Earth. Instead, she has a mis¬
sion while on the planet: retrieve the
omegahedron, the energy source of
her home of Argo City. This spheroid
falls, nearly literally, into the hands
of occultist Selena (Faye Dunaway),
who, realizing the power of the ob¬

ject, uses it to further her plans for
world domination. And with Super¬
man conveniently called away to
another galaxy, it seems she has
ample opportunity to exploit the po¬
tent device.
The omegahedron was lost by
Supergirl when she lived in Argo

City, and, knowing that her home
could not survive without the small
globe, decided to retrieve it. How
powerful is this object? Among other
things, it can teleport people, allow
Selena to see whomever she wants,
and even summon the Powers of
Continued on Page 16
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Futurism, Part One

An Introduction to Futurism as an Artistic Movement
by Fernando Casas
Student Correspondent
Ed Note: This article begins a
three-part series on Futurism.
The artistic movement called
Futurism was bom of an ardent de¬
mand for the cultural rejuvenation
which Italians had impatiently
awaited since the mid-nineteenth
century, when the nation fought for
political independence and unifica¬
tion. But the significance of Futurism
transcends its national boundaries.
The movement’s contribution to sub¬
sequent artistic developments in
Europe and America are now widely
recognized.
It may seem odd that Futurism,
which emerged nearly seventy years
ago, is only in recent decades receiv¬
ing a thorough examination. The
chief reason was the Italian political
situation between the two World
Wars and, above all, the evolution
of the movement itself. It’s founder,
in 1909, was the poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, a lasting friend of
the fascist Dictator Mussolini.
Futurism has been much tainted by

this association with the fascist
leader, and the fact that its most orig¬
inal phase had virtually ended by
1915 has not prevented many Italian
and non-Italian writers from claim¬
ing Futurism to be a political man¬
ifestation. Aside from this sympathy
with fascism, the very nature of
Futurism permitted and even invited
such misinterpretations.
Marinetti’s movement was the
best organized and most vociferous
of a series of efforts to expose and
overcome the spiritual and cultural
stagnation of the Italian nation. Art¬
ists in Italy were anxious to regain a
dignified and meaningful position in
their country. The impatient
Futurists found the tactics of radical
politics well suited to their purposes.
They glorified and encouraged war.
“War is the only hygiene of the
world”
F.T. Marinetti
This was, above all, an aspect of their
desire for a courageous and active
life. The goal of the Futurist, as
Giovanni Papini once put it, was ‘the
renewal of the spirit through a new
art and a new vision of the world’.

By opening Italy’s windows to the
world they hoped to participate once
again in the mainstream of European
culture.
One of the fundamental differ¬
ences between Fascism and Futurism
lies in the sense of nationalism to
internationalism.
The
original
Futurists were mainly concerned
with the international array of ideas;
Fascism, on the other hand, grew in¬
creasingly isolated.
The broad scope of Futurism has
provided a further obstacle to an ob¬
jective critical evaluation. Unlike
Cubism, Fauvism or Impressionism
it was not limited to one artistic dis¬
cipline, but quickly and deliberately
branched out from its original orien¬
tation to all major creative fields.
Each of these attracted its own expo¬
nents who, in time, formulated an
appropriate theory. All of these
theories, and their artistic fulfilment,
evolved from the basic Futurist aes¬
thetic outlined in Marinetti’s first
manifesto of 1909. In addition,
“each individual Futurist was af¬
fected by the common ideal of a ‘total
art’ that was to result from the in¬

Exploring Christmas Traditions
by Kathy Wooster
Student Correspondent
On Tuesday, December 25th,
when you are opening your Christ¬
mas presents, what will be happening
in Sweden, the Netherlands,
Mexico, or Hong Kong? Will the
people there be opening gifts or not?
Here are the answers, according to
four of Bates’ international exchange
students.
For the Swedes, the main day of
gift giving will have passed. “The
big day is the 24th,” according to
Stig Palm, an international student
from Gothenburg, Sweden. “All the
presents are given then, even though
the 25th is the national holiday.” On
the 24th, Santa Claus comes to each
house and distributes the presents,
said Palm. Usually it is the father or
a neighbor dressed as Santa. The
celebration on the 24th centers
around the immediate family, while
extended families and friends gather
for the traditional ham dinner on
Christmas day.
There are many other traditions as¬
sociated with the Swedish Christ¬
mas. Starting December 1st,
everyone has a calendar, much like
an Advent Calendar, that counts the
days until December 24th. Like an
Advent Calendar, on each day the
window to a new picture is opened.
The most popular calendar relates to
a television program that also begins
on December 1st and runs until
Christmas. The main picture depicts
the entire story while the individual
ones deal with incidents that happen
on that particular day.
Another Swedish tradition shared
by all Swedes is boiled rice pudding
with cinnamon. “If you don’t have
anything else, you have this,” said
Palm. Huge quantities are made and
served wherever a meal is held, in
schools, offices, and homes. In each
batch that is made, one almond is
placed. Whoever finds the almond
will be the next to marry.
The 26th of December is also a
national holiday, Second Day Christ¬
mas. Christmas officially ends on
January 6th, Thirteen Day Christ¬
mas.
In the Netherlands, gifts are given
on December 5th, the feast of St.
Nicholas. On that day, shoes are

filled with presents from St. Nick.
We don’t have stockings, instead we
have shoes, explained Marlina Elburg, who is from Haarlem, The
Netherlands. She also said, “we do
have Christmas trees with decora¬
tions.”
On Christmas day, then, families
gather to share dinner. The tradi¬
tional turkey dinner is served on this
national holiday. The day after
Christmas is also a national holiday,
as it is in Sweden. This day marks
the Second Christmas.
The celebration of the Three Kings
comes on January 6th. Explained Elburg, this is not a major holiday, but
it is associated with the tradition of
bread and the bean. Much like the
Swedish rice pudding custom, a
singe bean is baked into a loaf of
bread. Whoever gets the slice with
the bean is the king.
The celebration of the feast of the
Epiphany, January 6th, tends to play
a more important role in the Mexican
Christmas tradition. According to
Alex Palacios, from Edo de Mexico,
some families exchange gifts on De¬
cember 25th and January 6th. Then
there are others who give gifts on

one or the other.
In any event, the actual Christmas
festivities begin nine days before
Christmas with Posadas. Trans¬
lated,posadas means “inn”. Thus,
the nine day period of celebration
stems from the story of Mary and
Joseph. During this time, friends
gather to party and exchange cards
and gifts.
Overall, though, Christmas is
“pretty much the same,” said
Palacios. We have a Christmas tree,
Santa Claus, and a turkey dinner.
In Hong Kong, stated Irene Lee,
“we don’t really celebrate Christ¬
mas, we just have fun.” Christmas
is a time for parties, carolling, and
decorations. Some families have
trees and exchange gifts, but most
do not. Instead, mainly cards are sent
and received.
There is not as much emphasis on
the day itself, despite the fact that it
is a national holiday. Church services
are held at midnight on Christmas
Eve and there is a religious atmos¬
phere during that time. Christmas in
Hong Kong can be likened to a fes¬
tive American celebration of Easter.

Stephen King
Continued from Page 3
charming youthfulness, replied,
“Well, it’s weird. I’m a normal per¬
son, but it is weird when people slow
down outside the house or when I
hear people whispering, ‘There’s
Stephen King’. That sounds likt
something someone who is having a
paranoid breakdown would say, but
it’s really happening to me.” He in¬
terjected a little giggle at that pros¬
pect. He continued to explain that
there is a down side to popularity.
He says that there is pressure to do
more, the chosen who must continu¬
ally put out. “We get invited to big
dinners, celebrity dinners. We’re fed
many-coursed meals, not realizing
that we’re the last course, that one
of us will be the celebrity corpse of
the week. The celebrity corpse who
will get written up in People
Magazine." I told him I hadn’t
noticed that he had been the “celeb¬
rity corpse” of any week yet. He
said that one must always be careful
of that, that they were always around

waiting to “pounce.” He did tell me
one peculiar anecdote that coincides
with this notion of the “celebrity
corpse.” One time a photographer
came to the house. She opened her
briefcase and inside were two
nooses. She wanted Stephen and
Tabitha King to pose in the backyard
with them around their necks. His
wife was willing but gave him a look.
He said he wouldn’t do it. Another
photographer wanted them to pose
with vampire fangs on. “They just
want you to continually fall into your
reputation, they want you to live up
to their scary expectations. It’s
strange.”
Mr. King thanked me as I did him
and we wished each other a Merry
Christmas. No psychic mind had en¬
tered my body during that half hour.
No horror incident befell me while I
spoke to Stephen King.
Stephen King has dazzled many
readers, and, of course, scared them
with his creative work, and he con¬
tinues to move with literary influ¬
ence, popularity, and fame.

teraction of the various art forms and
correspondence of the diverse kinds
of perception”. (M.W. Martin,
Futurist Art and Theory). Among the
new and provocative means and
forms discovered were ‘Free-Word
Poetry’, ‘Free-Word painting’, ‘The
Art of Noise’, ‘Total Theater’, mem¬
ory montages, Kinetic, multi-mater¬
ial and noise-making assemblages.
Succeeding generations of artists,
particularly those of the nineteen-fif¬
ties and sixties, accepted and greatfully expanded these innovations.

“While the Futurist themselves
greatly benefited from such creative
interdependence, none was able to
express himself with equal force in
more than one area. The relation¬
ships between the various areas must
be taken into account, but in the end
it is only through consideration of
each of its expressions as a separate
phenomenon that a true understand¬
ing of Futurism in its entirety will
be achieved”. (M.W. Martin,
Futurist Art and Theory).

Personal Profile

Father William Barter
by Sheila Dubois
Student Correspondent
Name-Bill Barter
Age-28
OccMpafion-Priest/Campus
Chaplain
Like About Job-Being with stu¬
dents, worshipping and praying
with them. Being present in times
of need and sharing their joys.
Dislike About Job-Wish more
people would take advantage of
worship opportunities on cam¬
pus.
Secret to Success-Be yourself,
and be accessible to people.
Never lose ability to think young
ideas.
Philosophy on Life-Try to reflect
the love God has shown you in
the way you treat others. Know
when to laugh at the shortcom¬
ings of human nature, especially
your own!
Recreation-Skiing, music, car¬
pentry, billiards
On Bates-l have been associated
with Bates since March (1984).
In that time I have been impre¬
ssed by the caring nature of the
students, faculty, and staff; Bates
certainly has a well-developed
sense of community. For a small
college, Bates offers much to its
students, and should be com¬
mended for its commitment to a
liberal arts approach to educa¬
tion. It is an exciting time to be
at Bates. I draw a good deal of
life and strength from the support
I receive here, and I hope to re¬
turn those gifts many times over
with God’s help.
Father William Barter, ordained a
secular priest just TJh years, has been
chaplain at Bates since March 1984.
He holds a B.A. in English from the
University of Southern Maine, has
previously worked for the telephone
company, and has studied theology
at
Catholic
University
in
Washington, D.C.
On his decision to enter the priest¬
hood, Barter says, “Given the par¬
ticular gifts that I have, also my own

spirituality, I felt that this was the
best way I could work out my re
lationship with God—by helping
others with their relationship.”
Between 1983 and 1984, Newman
Council, the Catholic organization
on campus, saw four chaplins, all of
whom transferred. During this time,
Father Barter had resigned from his
position of Chaplain at St.
Domenic’s High School. When the
diocese was looking for someone to
take the vacant Chaplain seat at
Bates, his name came up.
‘ ‘ I really wanted some sort of cam¬
pus ministry so I was really pleased
by it. Celebrating the Eucharist with
the students is the most important
thing for me but also being a presence
of the church for them is important. ’ ’
This presence of Father Barter has
been advantageous to the spiritual
community at Bates. Mass atten¬
dance has increased by about 60-80
students a week. Chase Hall has had
to be rearranged to accommodate the
larger crowd. Also, the Newman
Council, which was almost defunct
last year, has picked up. It gathers
about once a week to discuss various
issues surrounding the Catholic com¬
munity such as retreats and liturgical
seasons. Father Barter’s duties don’t
end with serving to moderate mass
and the Newman Council. He must
also be available for such various
things as crisis counseling and paper
topic advice.
The diocese of Portland does not
have a tenure policy for its priests so
it is difficult to say how long the
Bates community will enjoy and be¬
nefit from Father Barter’s assign¬
ment.
“I would like to stay around for
a few years. I think it lends stability
to the campus, but I really can’t say.
Odds are, I’ll be around for a few
more years.”
This desire to have Father Barter
remain at Bates is felt by the students
who come in contact with him
through mass, church organizations,
and a variety of other everyday in¬
teractions. With any luck, the Bates
Catholic community will continue to
experience the joys and gifts of this
dynamic, caring man for several
more years.
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A Plan for the Future
Throughout the past several
weeks, political experts around the
country have written a great deal
about the problems facing the Demo¬
cratic party. The single common de¬
nominator reached by all the experts
is that the once highly dependable
“New Deal” coalition—which con¬
sisted up of Jews, Blacks, Catholics,
and in recent years, Hispanics—has
dissolved. The party has lost a size¬
able segment of its constituency,
(traditional ethnic voters,) to the Re¬
publican party in the last two national
elections. Remaining with the party,
are loyal Black and Hispanic sup¬
ports who are pushing for greater rec-

Editorials
Coming to Peace
Holiday break is perhaps one of the most diso¬
rienting times in a college student’s life. Most go
to a place which they are accustomed to calling
home. Walking down familiar streets, seeing famil¬
iar signs, trees, faces. There is always that faint
nag of being out of place. A new group of seniors
are graduating from the high school. Old friends
have changed: one has dyed her hair blue, another
has become indescribably different.
At the house, there are questions, so many ques¬
tions: Have you been thinking about a major? What
are your plans for the future? How’s your room¬
mate? Do you want pork chops for dinner, dear?
And then, there is the inevitable philosophical
discussion. How can they actually believe all that
nonsense? Finally, the parental separation syn¬
drome comes to a head—the lecture. Why don’t
they just take me seriously for once?
Most of the holiday arrangements have been
made ...
The good old cozy bed is too hard . . .
Even the dog seems alienated ...
At about 10:30 p.m., everyone in the house is
asleep. The 3:00 a.m. exam schedule annoyingly

ticks away.
It is then that the ultimate question comes: Where
exactly is home, anyway?
As disorientation takes its toll, often we lose
sight of the spirit of the season. The warmth, hap¬
piness, and love becomes clouded in an introspec¬
tive battle.
During this time of celebrated universal peace,
it is essential not to lose sight of what really matters.
All the many things which cloud our heads with
anger, frustration, sadness mean nothing when it
comes to a sharing of love, of caring for someone.
At some point, the present will be a retrospect;
how little it will matter about the shove into the
puddle by a rushing last minute shopper, about the
parental dogmas, about all the meaningless ques¬
tions.
It is so very important to come to peace with
ourselves to clear the blizzard inside, to be around
people who love us. How difficult it is to simply
say “I care”.
This is perhaps the greatest challenge of all.
Happy Holidays.
—Jon Gaudio

On those Evaluation Forms
Last week students had the opportunity to is not seriously taken into consideration.
evaluate their courses and professors through the
Perhaps most importantly, the present form for
recently devised “Bates College Course Evaluation evaluation also assumes that in this ever increas¬
Form.” The purpose of this form is to allow for ingly technological society, even a college the size
more student imput into the process of judging of Bates no longer has the time or the concern to
teaching performances. Its intention is good; its consider full written evaluations. The attitude is
“give me a quick, if obscured, answer in the name
format is not.
The computerized form filled out last week is of efficiency, not a meaningful and accurate answer
based on several disturbing assumptions. First, the in the name of fairness.”
form assumes that five levels of gradation, from
Given the realities of the situation, there is little
“very well” to “not at all” or from “always” to doubt that the college’s recent computerization is
“seldom,” can adequately describe the intricacies here to stay—teacher evaluations included, despite
of a thirteen week course. The standardized test-like their obvious limitations. This does not mean how¬
form, despite the variety of its questions, forces ever that students, or faculty members, should sim¬
students to make arbitrary choices while preventing ply resign themselves to the present system.
Let us instead return to the use of written evalu¬
them from making subtle, but important, distinc¬
tions. It makes numbers and statistical averages ations, cumbersome though they are, and use the
more important than words, presuming that the pre¬ statistics the computer spits out as supplemental
cision of mathematics is more beneficial in evaluat¬ information. Let us bring back the personal element
in the evaluation process and reject the dehumaniz¬
ing professors than detailed written comments.
Secondly, the way in which the form was con¬ ing character of the present forms. Let us make the
structed presumes that either students are generally evaluations creditable, so that student responses
disinterested in the evaluation process, or else their are respected, instead of being dismissed as whim¬
opinions in all actuality do not matter. The form sical, intangible and irrelevant.
If the college is genuinely concerned with getting
is easy to fill out, too easy in fact, and therefore
can be completed without much thought, creativity student imput, then the evaluation procedure must
or depth. Instead of being a way of expressing be changed in order to achieve the desired goal. If
compliments or voicing complaints, the form be¬ on the other hand, the college wants to make its
comes a way of filling 15 minutes of class time in evaluation decisions irrespective of student opin¬
the poorest classes, and a waste of 15 minutes in ion, the existing forms will continue to suffice
the best. Such a form becomes a formality, a pre¬ nicely.
tense, to show student involvement, but one that
—Derek Anderson

ognization from the party’s leader¬
ship.
In short, the Democratic party’s
existence as a contending political
establishment has been weakened.
Without a doubt, party officials must
adopt a new strategy that would halt
crucial ethnic voters from deserting,
and at the same time, satisfy the de¬
mands of its faithful followers:
Blacks and Hispanics.
The strategy that one speaks of is
made up of two parts. First, the plan
calls for the leadership to begin
marching to the same tune of those
voters who left the party. For in¬
stance, many of the voters who left
the party did so out of a real concern
that the party leaders were not listen¬
ing to their demands—which advo¬
cated the Democratic party policies
concentrate on less social programs
and more “fiscal restraint.”
In other words, these voters want
party leaders to design social and
economic policies that will not
exhaust the federal budget. This is
not to say these voters are insensitive
to the needs of the poor or disadvan¬
taged, but instead they want party
officials to stop harping on outdated

“New Deal” and “Great Society”
policies. In essence, the reliable
ethnic voters demand that party lead¬
ers cease humming antiquated tunes
of forty years ago, and start singing
songs of today.

Darrell Williams
The second part of the plan in¬
volves sharing power with those sup¬
porters who stayed with the party
during its crushing defeats, in 1980
and ’84. No longer will either the
Black or Hispanic communities hand
over votes without just compensa¬
tion. Both groups have demanded
their organizers be included in the
inner-circle of the party's leadership
ring, where the decision making pro¬
cess occurs. Henceforth, these two
valuable allies are asking for a voice
in formulating the policies of the
party.
In order for this plan, or similar
ones like it, to work the Democratic
leaders and party followers must
compromise on some the demands
that are being made. It is in the best
interest of the party that everyone
give a little, to gain a lot.
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Distinctive Characteristics
of Male Self-Expression
Over break I Was able to see my
best friend from high school. Sitting
in his kitchen having exchanged
passionless hellos, I suddenly grab¬
bed him around the neck and
punched him on the shoulder. His
sister looked in horror as he punched
me back and tried to wrestle me to
the ground. After a few moments his
mother came down and told us to
stop. Embarrassed and interrupted
we got up and rearranged the furni¬
ture.
In the interest of social harmony
and understanding I have compiled
a list of basic ways that men com¬
municate. Mostly men do these

James Gleason
things with other men (because only
men know that they mean). Most of
our expression is physical. (Have
you ever seen two football players
squeal with delight?)

Letters to the Editor
Undermining Bates’ Standards
To the Editor:
Hats off to Deans Carignan and
Branham for getting to the bottom
of the altercation which occured on
the evening of October 6th. I was
very relieved to discover that it was
only a former student who was re¬
sponsible for such conduct. This ex¬
student came back to Bates unin¬
vited, initiated a fight and put two
youths in the hospital all by himself.
Thank God that the residents of Milliken were present to stop the fight
and disperse the remaining youths. I
personally sleep more soundly with
the knowledge that trespassing town¬
ies are being metered their just de¬
serts by our own Bates vigilante
group.

I am surprised that the Deans in
their recent notice of November 12th
would suggest that Bates requires a
“serious discussion” on the defini¬
tion of what it means to be a man.
The Deans have already defined the
word, at least in the context of the
male Bates student.
A man is apparently someone who
can drink excessively, beat-up high
school kids and falsely represent
their actions to avoid responsibility.

Sports Coverage Neglected
To the Editor:
A word from the invisible team:
It’s too bad the Bates Student decided
the Women’s Volleyball Team was

About the Yale Strike
To the editor:
In the November 9, 1984 issue of
the Bates Student, the column ‘ ‘Our
Turn” turned its attention to the
problem of equal pay for comparable
work, with a discussion of the current
clerical strike at Yale University.
Without diving into the complexities
of the first issue, I would like to ad¬
dress the problem of the Yale Univer¬
sity strike, in order to put it into some
perspective for members of the Bates
community who may agree with the
position of that editorial. I am sure
that as a member of the faculty and
as a supporter of the university trad¬
ition, I would be expected to con¬
demn the Yale strike. But as a former
employee of Yale, and as a former
female employee of Yale, I cannot
help but feel that Yale university and
similar institutions are only receiving
what has been long in coming.
In 1973 when I arrived at Yale
with an Oberlin B.A., an Oberlin
M.A., and a Fulbright-Hays behind
me, as well as administrative experi¬
ence, I chose between two jobs, one
as assistant to the librarian of the
Beinecke Rare Book Library, and a
second as assistant to the curator of
Oriental Art at the Yale University
Art Gallery. The librarian was justi¬
fiably embarrassed when he disco¬
vered that the salary he had to offer
me was $4,900 for the year. I took
the higher-paying gallery job, for
$5,100. Even with inflation since

I think this definition should go into
the College Handbook on page 29,
in the space vacated by the paragraph
on social responsibility.
Sarcasm aside, the Deans may
have preserved the reputation of the
College in the minds of the local
community but did so only by under¬
mining the high standards which the
Bates community has in the past em¬
bodied.
Warren R. Knight, ’86

that time, it was not a great deal of
money. The rationale employed by
the university was that we were
graduate-student wives or providers
of supplementary incomes, both ir¬
relevant and often not true. In truth,
they had us. We needed the jobs.
Yet they couldn’t have run the gal¬
lery without us. Moreover, one
group of men at the gallery, un¬
ionized guards, some without highschool diplomas, made more than
twice as much as the women on the
staff. The horror stories abound and
include the chief accountant of the
gallery who had taken her job at a
salary of half that of the man she
replaced. Two years before, the
women, who preferred to think of
themselves as “middle class” had
rejected unionization. When the
issue came up again, they did not
repeat their mistake.
There was a button worn by the
Harvard University library staff
when I was a student there. It said,
“You can’t eat prestige.” Let’s all
think a second time before deciding
that the Yale strikers are out of line.
This is a dispute long in the making.
Okay, let the market control pay. The
factors in the market, in reality, the
budget, at Yale now include a union.
The last to become victim in all this
certainly is the university.
Rebecca W. Corrie
Instructor
Department of Art

to be neglected coverage during this
fall season. It was not until Derek
Anderson’s article in the November
9th issue that Volleyball’s ac¬
complishments were duly recog¬
nized. Often times Volleyball was
not covered at all and when it was
the coverage was unjustly negative.
Playing at Husson, for instance,
we won three out of four matches,
only to be cited by the Student as
performing “less than perfectly”
on the UMO campus.
After finally being pleased with
Derek’s article, we were then taken
aback again by John Cullen’s article,
“This Year’s Fall Sports Awards.”
He described us as being the most
invisible team; not knowing where
we play, who we play, or how we
do. If he had taken the time to notice
one of the more than twelve posted
schedules around campus, he would
have known where we played and
who we played. And as for how we
did, perhaps his ignorance is a reflec¬
tion of the Student's lack of cover¬
age. We suppose that we should feel
privileged that we were even men¬
tioned in his article, as the Women’s
Rugby Club and the Tennis Team
were not.
We know that the Student has re¬
porters capable of giving decent
sports coverage, as we have read
many positive articles about teams
that were defeated. In the future we
hope to see equal coverage for all
sports. And in closing we’d like to
give our own Fall Sports Award to
our many fans who made it clear that
we were not an invisible team.
Sarah McSweeney
Julie Newton
Co-Captains ’84

The most common form of expres¬
sion is the punch. After a long ab¬
sence from a good friend or room¬
mate, men can often be seen punch¬
ing each other on the shoulder. To
those who don’t understand, it may
seem a bit barbaric. But throughout
our lives men have learned how to
hit without hurting. So a punch be¬
tween men becomes the equivalent
of a kiss, a hug, and a shriek of de¬
light between women.
Many times similarities can be
found between the ways that men are

physical, and the way women are
physical. Take for example the male
hug. A very subtle and quick action
that requires one to put one’s arm
around another’s neck and pull them
into your shoulder either from the
side or the front. (This can often be
seen in athletic events). Women have
taken the very subtle form of expres¬
sion and created the uninhibited fron¬
tal assault that we now call (at least
traditionally) a hug.
Another interesting note is the way
that men assert the level of their re¬
lationship. This is usually done by
wrestling or lifting. (Wrestling is
usually done by equals, lifting is
done by non-equals). Often an older
or stronger male will lift another off
the ground indicating friendship.
Wrestling itself is an interesting
cross-sexual activity. Often it takes
place between men and women of
the same size as well as between two
men. The rules are far too intuitive
to describe here, but the two basic
ones are simple. Once again one is
never allowed to do anything that
would be painful. However close the
wrestlers come to the floor indicates
the level of the friendship (e.g. a pin
is a close friendship, where pushing
only indicates a slight compassion).
This article is not an attempt to
prove men are better, but simply .to
explain that maybe all that “boyish”
stuff is self expression.
James Gleason is a Student colum¬
nist.
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Experience is the Key to the Success and Future of Lisa Tuttle
“Theatre taught me about the god¬
desses.” (This was in Paul Kuritz’s
class.) It’s really an art that exposes
me to things that get lost in our soci¬
ety.”
As her mind turned to feminism,
it was impossible not to also move
to the election at hand. Our friend
the television had just informed us
of the crushing defeat of ERA, Libby
Mitchell’s embarrassing loss, and the
possibility of Reagan taking Min¬
nesota, all in one breath. “With
Reagan’s winning, with the downfall
of ERA,” began Lisa, “people
won’t recognize that patriarchy has
to be dissolved.”
She continued, gaining fervor as
she puffed on her Marlboro Light.
“It’s a constant struggle against pat¬
riarchy, and women are losing, man.
They’ve got our language, our
bodies, and now they’ll have our
minds.”
Lisa, while understanding the
societal disadvantages of being
female, claims she “would never be

Continued from Page 11
stage experience as she has at Bates.
As her stage experience has in¬
creased, so has her stage confidence.
Thus she has been able to learn to
“let herself go” a little more on
stage, and really have fun with her
characters.
Lisa also feels there are other be¬
nefits to being at a school like Bates.
“Theatre is an obsession of sorts
with me—but there are other things
that are important at this point. I
don’t devote myself entirely to it be¬
cause I’m not sure that’s appropriate
in this environment. My social life
at Bates is important, as is forming
bonds with people—bonds with
women. Feminism is very important
to me, too.”
Though Lisa claims feminism is
something that is very new to her, it
seems like a philosophy that has be¬
come increasingly central to her per¬
sonal perspective. Part of her explo¬
ration of feminism has come through
theatre.

Observer May Get Off
the Ground
Continued from Page 4
strongly stressed, though, that none
of his potential funders will be af¬
filiated with any one political party.
Liebman stated, “The Observer is
not and never will be a tool of the
political parties. It is not the intent
of The Observer to be politically one¬
sided.”
Liebman noted that under the
newspaper’s constitution, it cannot
be granted money from the college
and they “wanted no editorial con¬
trol from the administration.” They
also decided not to apply to the Rep¬
resentative Assembly for funding for
this reason and because the R.A.
change or withdraw its grants each
year.

Liebman says that he doesn’t in¬
tend to publish this year but if there
is sufficient campus interest (and a
funder) then the paper will hopefully
print next year. Liebman calls this
endeavor “a learning experience”
and “whether or not they keep print¬
ing,” he feels he benefited from it.
Liebman says that The Observer
is not in competition with The Stu¬
dent but adds, “If there’s any thing
that’s feeding the fire of The Ob¬
server to get back on its feet it’s the
issue of the Bates Student that came
out prior to the election this
November. The entire issue was ex¬
tremely slanted and it makes us will¬
ing to go out and do it.”

Celebration of Christmas
Continued from Page 11
tually enjoy, seeing the Grinch’s
heart enlarge seven sizes and seeing
Cindy-Lou Who swaying and sing¬
ing in the circle of all the other Who’s
in Whoville. I can even stand Frosty
or Hermie the Christmas elf who
wants to be a dentist in “Rudolph,”
but I think it’s absurd that Christmas
should be though of as Mr. and Mrs.
Pacman zooming around with Christ¬
mas hats on, or even Papa Smurf
giving insightful Christmas lessons
to all his peon smurfs.
Please don’t get me wrong, I love
Christmas. I just don’t love the fact
that the emphasis of this holiday has
been shifted from the spiritual joy of
friendshipo and of giving, to who

can get Dad the most extravagant gift
eight weeks before Christmas.
But when the tasteful white lights
shine pleasantly in the trees in The
Boston Common, just like those on
the tree outside President Reynold’s
hosue, or when the carolers come to
your door and sing traditional Christ-''
mas songs, and people give for the
sheer joy of giving, then that pertur¬
bation and grumpy pout that has been
inflicted due to over-commercializa¬
tion from Scrooge-like faces like
mine and Christmas, in its bare and
original sense seems all worthwhile
and even magical as it always should
be.
Victoria Tilney is a Student Arts
Columnist.
_
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a man. Creation is energy. Women
are such an important part of crea¬
tion—women give birth to a new
being. . .”
This bit of a tangent in our conver¬
sation seemed to breed more and
more tangents, ranging from Greek
theatre, to the fall of Rome, and leg¬
shaving. Due to lack of space I’ll
spare you, faithful reader, from these
interesting but irrelevant topics and
return to the matter at hand.
What I think is most impressive
about Lisa (and about any young art¬

ist, at that) is that she admits to her
relative youth and inexperience.
“Theatre is an imitation of life”, she
said. “And in order to imitate that
life I have to know much more about
life and about people. I’ve never re¬
ally traveled, I haven’t been very far
out of Maine, never mind the coun¬
try.”
She also realizes what a tremend¬
ous challenge it is to survive as an
actress. “When I get out of here, I’ll
have to devote all my time to
it . . . otherwise I can’t make it.”

A short time later we began our
somber walk back to Planet Bates. 1
realized I had been kidding myself
when I thought doing the interview
would take my mind off of our na¬

tional state of things. Defeat was in
the are (which must of been below
freezing temperature), and I didn’t
even stop when an old Lewiston lady
yelled at Lisa for something about a
dog.

It’s Super . . . ‘girl’?
Continued from Page 12
Darkness
for
reinforcements.
Clearly, the threat to the heroine is
strong enough.
As in the Superman movies, there
is also a romance. Selena is attracted
to a handsome gardener (Hart Brochner), so she creates a love potion for
the man. Of course, her plan goes
astray, and he falls for Supergirl in¬
stead. And, despite herself, she starts
to like him.
The film has some problems with
predictability, as nearly all good-versus-evil pictures do. Also, the ques¬
tion of how Supergirl can be Super¬
man’s cousin comes up, since all of
Superman’s relatives were presuma¬
bly killed with the explosion of Kryp¬
ton. Finally, there is the problem that
some of the ties are just too neat.

For example, Linda Lee, Supergirls
alter-ego, is Clark Kent’s cousin, and
her roommate at the private school
Linda joins is none other than Lois
Lane’s sister, Lucy. In addition, their
math teacher (Peter Cook) is Selena’s
close friend. This is a bit too compact
for my liking.

However, on the whole, the pic¬
ture is entertaining. Newcomer
Helen Slater is admirable in her inno¬
cent portrayal of the “woman of
steel. ’ ’ Faye Dunaway seems to have
fun with the role of the evil sorceress,
overplaying just enough to make
Selena enjoyable to watch while
maintaining a sense of almostrealism. Peter Cook makes the most
of his minute role, as does Brenda
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Vaccaro in the part of Bianca,
Selena’s not-quite-so-evil sidekick.
Hart Brochner isn’t great in the role
of Ethan, the gardener, but is
adequate. Peter O’Toole gives, as al¬
ways, a strong performance, this
time as Supergirl’s mentor, Zaltar.
Jeannot Szwarc directs the film,
and balances the adventure and ro¬
mance nicely, filling the screen with
the bold shots that helped make the
Superman movies so popular. It
seems obvious the Salkinds in¬
structed Szwarc to mimic the directo¬
rial style of the predecessors, and he
does so deftly. Overall, despite the
familiarity of the situation and less
action, Supergirl accomplishes its
goal to entertain by clinging to
Superman’s cape.

Medical
Ethics and
Technology
by Sean Ryan
Student Correspondent
Mark Hiller, a visiting scholar at
The Hastings Center Institute of So¬
ciety, Ethics and Life Sciences in
1983, raised a number of questions
on medical ethics in the face of
rapidly advancing technology in
medicine, during a lecture November
29 in Schaeffer Theatre.
“Our futures all depend upon
many decisions that are going to be
made at a broad variety of events on
health care. The questions that we’re
dealing with get down to the heart
of what medicine is all about: is
medicine really there to save a life,
and is saving a life the ultimate goal ?,
or is medicine there to serve a larger
goal of assuring the welfare of a pa¬
tient and the assurance that those pa¬
tients have a degree of quality as¬
sociated with their lives and that the
determination of that quality to be
defined by them?” Hiller asked.

In the wake of such experimental
operations as the baboon heart im¬
planted in Baby Fae, and the
mechanical heart implanted in Will¬
iam Schroeder, many questions are
raised. The health-care system in
America today is the best in the world
today, but do the results of such ex¬
perimental operations justify the
huge expense involved, on what is
already the costliest health-care sys¬
tem of any nation? asked Hiller.

Hiller raised the question of
whether the US is spending valuable
resources on technology which might
be better spent providing services to
a wider range of people, informing
that Schroeder’s mechanical heart
implant is costing over $50,000 dol¬
lars.

